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A b  tra c t  
The world ' awarene tov,;ards the amount of  destruction that our exten ive and 
ignorant l i festyles in the past fe\ "  decades have impo ed on the environment is growing 
da) a fter da) . This re ul ted in an increa ed governmental and research interest towards 
the development and use of green technology. Fuel Cel l s  are one of the green 
technologie that received a major share of research interest in the pa t decade. 
However. de pile their promi ing fI ature , Fuel Cel l sy tems sti l l  lack a sol id 
fault  diagno is and predicti e maintenance study. There are nwnerous faults that have 
to be detected and diagnosed on a fuel cel l power generator system. ranging from 
chemical faults. to electrical and power electronics faul ts such a : reactant leakages 
in ide the Fuel CelL Fuel Ce l l  flooding and membrane drying out, membrane 
humidi fication and react i ve gas feeding, the accumulation of nitrogen and/or water in 
the anode compartment, etc . 
The aim of this dissertation work is to develop and implement a model based 
fault diagnost ic scheme for a commerc ial Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cel l  
( PEMFC ) ystem in  order to improve i ts  safety and rel iabi l ity; despite the lack of 
important sy tem information. To achieve this a im. a diagnosis-oriented model of a 
fuel cel l po"\\'er generator i s  developed and al idated using actual experimental data. 
Genetic Algorithms ( GA )  and Part ic le Swann Optimization ( PSO) were both uti l ized 
in the parameter ident ification of two commerc ial PEMFC systems' models .  GA and 
P 0 were used to extract the correct parameter values of the fuel cel l  s stem to 
min imize d ifferences between experimental and simulated results. Furthermore, PSO 
was found to outperform GA in  the identification process. The effect of evere 
environmental conditions of hot c l imate countries such as the UAE on a commercial 
PEMFC system is then studied and analyzed 111 simulation usmg 
MA TLAB/S I M U L I N K  through the developed dynamic system model .  The them1al 
anal) sis resul ts suggested that the fuel cel l  ystem under study would fai l  to start 
properly at ambient temperatures of 40°C and higher. 
Moreover. the faults that may affect the PEM fuel cel l system are l i sted and their 
se erity is  analyzed. In a next step, a more comprehensi e system model is  developed 
viii 
and val idated i n  L 1 ME im software u ing actual experimental data. and an 
appr priate fault diagno ti technique u ing residual generation i de\ eloped. tested 
and \ a l idated in LM A E im in order to detect and ident ify five potential abrupt 
fault. namel) : dr) ing of the membrane. flooding of the membrane. air leakage. 
h� drogen leakage in th uppl) manifold and cool ing system fai lure .  
The u of LM M E  im in th propo ed model ing and fault diagnosis 
appr ach of this dis ertation makes it possibl to develop a fault diagnosis oriented 
model for any commerc ial PEMFC system despite the lack of crucial system 
information that are u ual ly  con idered es ential for modeling PEMFCs. 
Keyword : Renewable Energ) ; Proton E change Membrane Fuel Cel ls; Fault 
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C h a p ter 1 :  I n trod uc t i o n  
The current world we l ive in depends mainly on fo si l  fuel to empower ur 
e\ eryda) l i fe need . mainl ' power generation and transpol1at ion. However, thi 
dependency on 1'0 i l fue l  resulted in  many negat ive consequences. including severe 
pol l ution. exten ive mi ning of the \vorld '  re ources. as wel l  as pol i tical control and 
dominati n of the ountrie \\ i th exten ive re ources [ 1 ) . 
The fear of fo i I fuels  deplet ion a wel l  as the constantl  increasing pol lution 
rates motivated most of today ' engineers and researcher towards focusing on 
renewable energie and thei r  appl ications; \ hich led to the development of - among 
other - Fuel Cel ls .  
1 . 1  Fuel  Cel l  
A F uel  Cel l (FC ) i s  an electrochemical device that converts the chemical 
energy of a fue l  directly  into DC electrical energy. This promise power generation 
vvi th h igh efficiency since the intermediate steps of producing heat and mechanical 
work t pical of mo t conventional power generation methods are avoided. Moreover. 
fuel cel l s  have low en ironmental impact because combustion is avoided : hence. fuel 
cells produce power with minimal pol lutants [ 2 ) .  Some advantages of fuel cel l s tems 
inc lude [ 1 ] : 
• Fuel cel l s  have the potent ial for a h igh operat ing effic iency 
• There are many types of fuel sources. and methods of supplying fuel to a fuel 
cel L 




Fuel cel l produce no p I l utant . 
Fuel cel l  are 10\\ mai ntenance becau e the) ha e no moving part . 
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Fuel cel l  do n t need to be recharged. and they provide power instantly when 
supp l i  d \\ ith a fue l .  
ome l i mitation common to a l l  fuel c I J  systems are as  fol lows [ 1 ] : 
• Fuel ce l l  are current ly cost ly due to the need for materials with peci fic 
propert ies. There i s  an i sue with finding low cost replacement . This includes 
the need for Plat inum and afion materia l .  
• Fuel reformation technology can be cost ly and heavy and needs power in  order 
to run. 
• If  another fuel besides hydrogen is fed into the fuel cel l ,  the performance 
gradual ly  decrease over t ime due to catalyst degradation and electrolyte 
pOlsorung. 
The basic physical structure, or bui lding block, of a fuel cel l consi ts of an 
e lectrolyte l ayer sandwiched between an anode and a cathode [ 2 ] . Figure 1 gi es a 
schematic representation of a single fuel cel l with the reactant/product gases and the 
ion conduction flow d i rections through the cel l .  
I n  a typical fue l  cel l ,  fue l  is  fed continuously to  the anode ( negat ive electrode) 
and an oxidant (often oxygen from air)  is fed cont inuously to the cathode (positive 
electrode) .  The electrochemical reactions take place at the electrodes to produce an 
electric current through the electrolyte, whi l e  driving a complementary e lectric cunent 
that performs work on the load [2] . 
Load 
¢1 Ox) gen 
-r-==--
Exee s 
¢:I � Water Hyd rogen ------Y'--L--+--L....::>�-----= L..y' 
Mem brane 
Figure 1 :  The chematic diagram of a Fuel Cell 
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l though a fuel cel l  i simi lar to a typical battery in many ways. i t  di ffers in  
several re  peets. The battery i s  an energy torage device in  "" hich a l l  the en rgy 
ava i lable is stored withi n  the battery i tsel f. The battery \"" i l l  cease to produce electrical 
energy when the chemical reactants are consumed. A fuel ce l l ,  on the other hand, is an 
energy conversion device to which fuel and oxidant are uppl ied continuously. I n  
principle. the fuel ce l l  produce power for as long as fuel i s  uppl ied [ 2 ] .  
Although fue l  ce l l s  are good energy sources to provide rel iable power at steady 
state: it i important to note that they cannot respond to e lectrical load transients as fa t 
as desi red. Thi s  i s  mainly due to their slow internal electromechanical and 
thermodynamic responses and the slow re pon es of their mechanical acce sory 
systems [ 3 ] .  
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1 .2 H i  tory of F u e l  Cel l  
Briti h c ienti ts Wi l l iam icholson and nth n Carl is le were the first to 
de cribe the electrolysis proc s of using electricity to decompose water into hydrogen 
and ox) gen in 1 800 [ 4 ] :  
( 1 . 1  ) 
I n  1 839 ,  ir  Wi l l iam Robert Grove. a British lawyer and physicist, discovered 
the principle of fu I cel l  by  accident during an  electrolysis experiment. When S ir  
Wi l l iam di  cOlmected the battery from the electrolyzer and connected the tv,;o 
electrodes together. he noted that a current was flowing i n  the opposite direction, 
consuming the hydrogen and ox gen gases that were previously produced in the 
electrolysi experiment [ 5 ] .  
Grove then conducted an experiment b arranging two platinum electrodes 
with one of their ends immersed in a container of u lfuric acid and the other ends 
separately sealed in containers of oxygen and hydrogen. He noted that a con tant 
current would  flow between the electrodes and that the water level would rise in the 
tubes as the current flowed. By combining four sets of these e lectrodes in a series 
c ircuit .  he created the first fue l  cel l ever and cal led it a "gas battery" [4 ] .  F igure 2 
shows the schematic diaaram of W i l l iam Grove' s  Gas Battery w hich produced a oltage of I:> 
about 1 V [6] . 
2 Hz (g) + Oz (g) � 2 H2 0(l) + electrical energy ( 1 . 2 )  
Water 
ox n 
Su lfu ri c Acid Solution 
F igure 2: Wi l l iam Gro e ' s  Ga Battery Diagram [6]  
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However. fu I cel l s  did not eem to gain any interest afterwards unti l the 1 950s 
and the 1 960s when the United States of America' s  National Aeronautic and Space 
Admin i  tration (, A A) demonstrated the potential of fuel cel l  applications in the 
pace programs.  fter those demonstrations. fuel cel l s  seemed to gain commercial 
companies '  i ntere ts, but those i nterests were hovered by technological and economic 
constraints. 
In 1 984, the U . S .  Department of energy began to support research aiming to 
develop fuel cell technology. owadays, some of those fuel cel l s  are commercial ized. 
a lthough they sti l l  require further improvements with respect to cost. rel iabi l i ty and 
performance characteristics [ 3 ] .  
1 .3 Types o f  Fuel  Cells 
Fue l  ce l l s  are c lassi fied according to the choice of both the electrolyte and the 
fue l .  which in tum detelmines the e lectrode react ions and the type of ions that carry 
6 
the current a ro the electrolyte [ 2 ] .  There are s ix different type of fuel cel l at the 
pre 'ent : 
1 .3 . 1 Pho phoric Acid Fuel Cel l  ( PA FC )  
The pho phoric-acid fuel cel l i s  one o f  the most establ ished fuel cel l type and 
al 0 the fir t fuel cel l to be commercia l i zed [ 7 ] .  Many PAFC pov;er plants have been 
con tructed and are being used worldwide. mai ler plant have a power capaci ty range 
of 50 kW to 200 kW, wherea larger plant have 1 MW. 5 MW and 1 1  MW power 
apacity [ 2 ] .  
The electrode o f  a P A F C  consist o f  finely di sper ed Plat inum C Pt )  catalyst on 
carbon paper, and a S i l icon Carbide (S iC )  matrix hold ing the phosphoric ac id  and a 
bipo lar graphite plate with flow channels for fuel and oxidant [ 8 ] .  The electrochemical 
reactions occurring in a P AFC are as fol lows : 
Anode : 
Cathode: 
Overall : 1 - O2 + H2 � H20  + Electric Energy + Heat ( 1 .5 )  2 
The operat ing temperature of PAFC typical ly ranges bet\\'een 1 60 °C - 220 °C 
and i t  can use either hydrogen or hydrogen produced from hydrocarbons ( natural gas) 
or alcohols  as a fuel ( anode reactant ). Howe er, when the fuel is hydrogen and with 
air as the cathode reactant a temperature of 200°C and a pressure of 8 atm are required 
for better perfom1ance [ 8 ] .  
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The 200°C operating temperature of the P FCs make them ad" antages from 
a thermal management point of v ie\\ . ince the waste heat can be used effic iently [ 8 ] .  
10reo\ cr. tbe electrical e fficiencie o f  PAFCs can exceed 40% [9] . However, the 
PAFC l iquid electrol; te is di sadvantageou since it i prone to evaporation and 
poi oning 0\ er t im [ 1 0 ]  and its conductivity is relatively low as wel J  [ 1 ] ] . Moreover. 
PAF require ex pen i e catalysts made of noble metals and thei r  anode is often 
poi oned by CO [ 1 1 ] . 
PAFCs are t pica l J ;  used for tationar power generation. PAFC 200 kW 
power p lant are avai l able and have been in  tai led at over 70 sites in Europe. the 
n i ted tate of America and Japan [ 9 ] .  Al o. some P AFCs have been used to power 
large \"Chic les uch as city bu es [ 7 ] .  
1 .3 .2 Proton Exchange Mem b ra n e  Fuel Cel l  ( PE M FC)  
PEMFCs are al  0 known as  polymer electro lyte fuel cel ls ,  and the are the fue l  
cel l type that i s  cUlTent ly undergoing rapid development. PEMFC are genera l ly  
produced i n  large sheets of around 25 - 1 75 11m thickness ( i .e .  the thickness of a single 
heet of paper to the thickn ess of 7 sheets of paper). The electrode catalyst layer i s  then 
appl ied to both sides. and is cut to the appropriate size. 
A common PEM material used today for the construction of the membrane is 
afion \\hich wa developed in the 1 970s by Dupont .  Nation consists of a sol id  
polymer. namely. polyperfluorosulphonic acid [ 5 ] .  The Nation membrane is 
sandwiched betv,;een two gas d iffusion layers and electrodes. Moreover. in  order to 
break the hydrogen, a Plat inum ( Pt )  catal yst or a Platinum-Ruthenium al loy catalyst i s  
usua l ly  used [ 1 2 ] .  
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I n  a PEMFC H) drogen fuel noV. through a network of channels to the anode, 
v. her it d is  c iates into proton and electron . The protons ( H ) Dow through the 
electrol)  te membrane to the cathode. The electrons on the other hand are col lected as 
electrical current by an external c i rcuit l inking th t\\ O electrode . The oxygen (coming 
from air )  flo\\ through a imi lar network or channels to the cathode where i t  get 
combined v, itb the electron coming from the external electrical c ircuit and the proton 
flo\\ ing through the electrolyte membrane, producing water. The chemical reaction 
occur ing at the anode and cathode electrodes of a PEM Fuel Cel l  are as fol lows [ 1 2 ] :  
Anode : ( 1 .6 )  
Cathode : ( 1 . 7 )  
Overal l :  ( 1 . 8 )  
A PEM Fuel  Cel l  operates typica l ly  at low temperature ( 60 °C - 80 °C) .  The 
l imi tation in the operating temperature makes water management in a PEMFC critical . 
The bi-product. hot water. is  usual ly  used to hydrate the membrane. However, special 
care should be taken in  the proce s to avoid flooding the membrane. Moreover. in 
Japan. this hot water is  a lso used to fu lfi l l  other residential needs. 
Moreover. P EMFCs have vast appl ications ranging from transportat ion and 
stat ionary power generation, to backup power generation, because of their high power 
densit ies and their quick start . PEMFCs typical ly have an electrical efficiency of 
around 40% - 50% [ 3 ] .  
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1 .3.3 Ika l ine  Fuel el l  ( A FC)  
Alkal ine fuel cel l arc the oldest of fuel cel l  y tern . They u e an aqueou 
pota ' ium hydroxide ( KOI 1 )  olution (around 30%) as the electrolyte and h droxyl 
I n arc the conducting spec ie . I t  electrode reactions are of the fonn : 
Anode: 
Cathode : 
Overall : 1 2 0Z + Hz -7 HzO + Electric Energy + Heat ( 1 . 1 1 )  
AFCs have an operating temperature range of 70 - 1 00°e . However. their 
choice of catalysts (e .g . P latinum ( Pt )  or ickel ( N i ) ) requires constant maintenance. 
Also. the used Hydrogen fuel should be highly pure and should not contai n  any Carbon 
Dioxide (CO})  Due to Alkal i ne pH prevai l ing since Carbon Dioxide react with OH-
fonni ng Potassium Carbonate ( K}C03 ) which reduces ion generation and also gets 
tran ported with i n  the e lectro lyte [ 1 2 ] .  
APCs have been used extensively i n  the U space program i n  the early days, 
but they suffered from h igh cost and they also required special hand l ing since they 
used corrosive compounds. Thi s  led to their replacement by more rel iable solar cel l s  
[ 1 2] .  
1 .3.4 Solid Oxide Fuel  Cell  ( SO FC )  
Sol i d  Oxide Fuel Cel ls  use Zirconia compounds as the electrolyte in  order to 
conduct the oxygen ions formed at the po it ive e lectrode [ 1 2 ] .  The de ign of a SOFC 
di ffers from other types of fuel ce l ls  by being solid, and thus. the SOFC does not 
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reqlll re an, plate alTangement in  it construct ion [ 7 ] .  The OFe ' s  electrode reactions 
are of the form : 
Anode : ( l . 1 2) 
Cathode : ( l .  1 3 ) 
Overal l :  ( 1 . 1 4) 
The operat ing temperature of a SOFC is very high, typical ly  1 OOO°C . This high 
temperature can be uti l ized to produce steam which can turn turbines, thus producing 
addit ional PO\\'er. The h igh operating temperature also e l iminates the need for a 
catal ), t which i s  llsua l ly  made of platinum. a very expensive meta l .  This igni ficant ly 
reduces the cost of the fuel cel l  itse lf, but since this high operat ing temperature 
incr ases the safety risks of workers; those saved costs wi l l  be uti l ized to i ncrease 
afety measures sllch as thermal shields. Moreover. the SOFC requires a lot of startup 
t ime in order to reach this high operat ing temperature [ 7 ] .  
1 .3.5 Molten Ca rbonate Fuel Cell ( MCFC)  
The molten carbonate fue l  cel l  is  aimed for stationary appl ications and i t  
promises h igh efficiency. The MCFC ' s  electrolyte is  usual ly  constructed from L i -K  
compounds for systems that are intended to  operate at near atmospheric pressure, 
whereas it is constructed of L i -Na compounds for systems intended to operate at 
e levated pressures. The electrode materials on the other hand are N ickel (N i )  at the 
negative electrode with C hromium (Cr)  or Aluminum (A I ) additives for providing 
materia l  strength, and i ckel Oxide (N iO)  at the posit i  e electrode with Magnesiwn 
( Mg) and I ron ( Fe) add itives which are used to a oid short-circuit phenomena [ 1 2] .  
The M F 
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operate at a h igh temp rature. approximately 650 °C. Thi high 
operating temperature i needed to achieve sufficient conduct iv i t) of the carbonate 
electr Iyte. \\ h i l  a l lo\\ ing the us of low-co t metal cel l components. Moreover. since 
the op rat ing temperature i relatively h igh :  no nobl metal catalysts are required for 
the ce l l  e lectrochemical oxidation and reduction processe . The electrochemical 
reaction of a IIC FC are: 
Cathode : � 02 + CO2 + 2 e - � cOf 
(1.15 ) 
( 1 . 1 6 ) 
Overal l :  � 02 + H2 + CO2 (Cathode) � H20  + CO2 (Anode) (1.17) 
MCFC are current ly being developed for natural gas and coal -based power 
plants for industriaL electrical uti l i ty. and mi l i tary appl icat ions [ 2 ] .  
1 .3 .6 D irect Methanol Air Fuel  Cel l  ( D M A FC )  
The DMAFCs are the least developed among a l l  o f  the other fuel cel l 
technologie . The membrane of  the d i rect methanol fuel cel l  is s imi lar to that of a PEM 
fuel cel l .  However. the DMAFC uses other catalysts in addition to platinum at the 
anode side of the membrane to break the methanol bond in  the reaction, which fornls 
carbon diox ide. hydrogen ions and free e lectrons. The free electron then flow from 
the anode of the cel l through an external c i rcuit to the cathode and the hydrogen 
protons get transfened through the electrolyte membrane. The free electrons and the 
hydrogen protons then react with oxygen at the cathode f0TI11ing water. Those reactions 
occur at an operat ing temperature of 200 °C . The electrochemical reactions of a 
DMAFC are [ 5 ] :  
Cathode: 302 + 1 2H+  + 1 2e- � 6H20  
1 2  
( 1 . 1 8 ) 
(1 . 1 9 ) 
( 1 .20) 
The main di 1Ierence behv een a PEMFC and a DMAFC i s  that the DMAFC 
produ e exhau t ga e at both sides of the membrane. main ly carbon dioxide ( C02) 
and itrogen ( 2) if air is used at the posit ive side. These exhaust gases wi l l  block 
pore at the d i ffu ion layer and at the catalysts. which results in  a relat ively slow 
react ion a '>"el l  as low power densities ( almost ten t imes loyver than that of a PEMFC) 
[ 1 2 ] .  
Researchers are currently i nvestigat ing the replacement o f  the Platinum 
catalyst with other metals or a l loys in order to improve the performance of the DMFC. 
ome al loys that are under i nvestigation are Ruthenium-Plat inum ( Ru-Pt) al loys and 
Plat inum-Tin ( Pt- n) al loy on amorphous ickel - Niobium (Ni -Nb)  ubstrates [ 1 3 ] .  
1 . 4 Problem Statement  
PEM F uel  Cel ls  can offer a h ighly efficient environment and a friend! 
electrochemical transformation for energy conversion: thus. they are widely 
considered as a potential a lternat ive power source and have recent! drawn much 
attention and i ntensi e development for commercial stationary power generation. 
re idential appl ications, and transp0l1ation technologies. PEM Fuel cel l s  have the 
potential to reduce our energy dependence on petroleum resource . especial ly in  the 
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tran pOl1at ion ector \\ hen u d a a replacement for the internal combu ti n engme 
in l ight-dut) veh icle . 
A PEM Fuel e l l  operates typica l ly  at low temperature and can ach ieve many 
benefit , uch a h igh PO\\ er density, easy and afe operation mode, and compactne . 
The Fuel Ce l l  y tem i a complex multi -phy ic system (chemicaL electrical . fluidic. 
thell11a l .  and mechanical phenomena are inter-acting \\ ith one another)  that requires a 
high level of perfolmance and a h igh degree of rel iabi l i ty .  
Howe\ er ,  de pi te their  promising feature , Fuel Cel l systems sti l l  lack a sol id  
fault diagnosi and pred ictive maintenance study. There are numerous faults that have 
to be detected and diagnosed on a fue l  cel l power oenerator system. ranging from 
chemical faults. to electrical and power electronics faults. The severe environmental 
condition of some hot c l imate countries such as the United Arab Emirates (UAE)  are 
uspected to affect the perfonnance measures of PEMFCs and possibly develop faults. 
Comprehensive l i terature rev iew revealed that there i s  no work in  l i terature 
investigat ing the effect of ambient temperatures above 40°C on PEMFC . Thus the 
aim of this work is to analyze the effect of such e levated ambient temperature values 
on the P E M FC performance as wel l  as developing a fault  diagnosis scheme that can 
detect and identi fy severe PEMFC faults. 
1 .5 Object ives a n d  Scope of Work 
Crucial system information needed for fault diagnosis studies can many ti mes 
be absent due to lack  of important ystem information due to confidential i ty issues 
with the manufacturer, or due to absence of important system readings from the 
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uppl ied data acqu i  i t i  n and being unable to acce the ystem and add en or in fear 
of void ing the \\ arranty. etc .  The e i s  ues make the development of fault d iagno i s  
oriented model \ ery di Cficu l t  u ing common PE FC equations avai lable in  l i terature. 
Thu . i n  thi work. a d i fferent formulation of PEMFC model i ng equations that 
not dependent on ph] i cal P M FC parameters ( uch as membrane length. act ive cel l 
area. \ o lume of cathode and anode. etc . )  is used to model two commercial PEMFC 
sy t 111 with th u e of evolutionary algorithms. The proposed mode l ing methodology 
1S  imple and requ i res minimal knowledge about the ystem. which makes i t  generic 
and appl i cable in model i ng any PEMFC system. The effectiveness of the proposed 
model i n  analyzing the effect of severe c l imate condit ions on the PEMFC system' s  
performance i then studied. Furthermore, to develop a complete system model for 
fau l t  d iagnosi s  study, the u e o f L M  A MESim tool o f  S iemens to model and simulate 
faults on commerc ia l  fue l  cel l  systems i s  i nvestigated to help detect and identify five 
d ifferent sy tern faults :  dry in g  of the membrane, flooding of the membrane, alr 
leakage. hydrogen leakage in the supply man ifold, and coo l ing system fai l ure. 
1 .6 Out l ine  
This d issertation i s  organized as  fol lows: Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive 
review on a l l  types ofPEMFC faults and c lassifies the faults i nto four main categories: 
health degradation mechanisms. permanent/aults, transient/aults and inter/ace/ault . 
Chapter 3 presents the model i ng equations of PEMFCs whereas Chapter 4 explains 
tow famous evolutionary algorithms (Genetic Algorithms (GA) and Particle S11'{fI·m 
Optimization (PSO)) that are being ut i l i zed i n  th is d issertation work . Chapter 5 on the 
other hand, presents a parameter i denti fication approach for two commercia l  PEMFC 
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J tems using th t\\ O di fferent evolutionary algorithm and compare them to one 
another. a next tep, the parameters of the thermal model of a PEMFC system are 
then identi fied u ing P 0 and \'al idated Llsing actual experimental data. The effect of 
high ambient temp ratures on the PEMFC perfom1ance are then im est igated lTI 
simulat ion. Chapter 6 hO\vever uti l izes the iemens software LM AME im I II 
dneloping and \ al idating a complete s, stem model for a commercial PEMFC system. 
This model i s  then used for model based fault diagnosis using residual generation in  
order to  detect and ident i fy  five ystem faults. 
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C h a pter 2 :  Fault  Diagnosi  
lthough there are i. di fferent type of fuel cel l in  practice. PE FC have 
been th on type that received mo t of the re earch intere t in the past couple of 
de ad and \" a th refore undergoing rapid development. 
I I ydrogen fuel in a PE FC is continuously fed to the anode. ", hi le oxygen that 
obtained from air i continuousl fed to the cathode [2 ] .  A Platinum ( Pt )  catalyst or 
a Platinum a l loy (typical ly Platinum-Ruthenium, Pt-Ru) catalyst that is  placed in the 
electrode i u ed to break the hydrogen molecule into po it ive hydrogen ions and 
electrons [ 1 2 ] .  The hydrogen ions are then al lowed to pass through the electrolyte from 
the anode to the cathode. while driving a complementary electric cun'ent that performs 
work on the load. 
PEMFC ystems have been ucces ful l y  deployed in  vanous appl ications 
ranging from transpo11ation, to tationary and p0l1able power ystems. For example, 
in 2003 the E uropean Union ( EU )  started the Clean Urban Transport for Europe 
( CUTE ) project that ut i l ized hybrid urban fuel cel l buses that had a designed maximlU11 
power output of 50k W [ 1 4] .  Other transportation appl ications of PEMFC system are 
fork l ift  trucks. airport baggage trucks. two- and three-wheeler ehicle , l ight duty 
vehic les ( L DVs).  trains and trams. ferries and smal ler boats. manned l ight aircraft, 
unn1anned aerial vehic les ( AVs) and unmanned undersea vehicles ( UVs) .  On the 
other hand. stat ionar power appl ications are mainly combined heat and power (CHP)  
system . uninterruptible power systems ( UP ) as  wel l  a s  primary power units [ 1 5 ] .  
Moreover. portable  power appl ications o f  PEMFC systems are v a  t ,  causing their 
po\,ver to range from 5 W to 500 kW. These appl ications inc.
lude mi l i tary appli cations. 
Aux i l i ary Power Units ( A PU ). portable products such as torches and vine trimmers. 
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mal l per onal electron ic uch a mp3 players and cameras. large p rsona! electronic 
u h a laptop and radio . and educat ion kits and toy [ 1 5 ] .  
I Iov,ever. despite the \ ariety o f  PEMF s appl ications. they sti l l  suffer from 
l i fetim and rel iabi l i t) i ue when working at strongly changing charge condition . 
In addit ion. the complexity of the PEMFC sy tem incr ases the chances of fai lures and 
d fect . A a resul t .  an increa ed attention ha to be paid to the rel iabi l ity, safety and 
fau l t  tolerance mea ures of PEM FC [ 1 6] - [ 1 7 ] .  
A fau l t  can be defined as "an unpermitted deviation o f  at least one 
characteristic prope11y ( feature ) of the system from the acceptable. usual standard 
condit ion" [ 1 8 ] .  fai l ure o n  the other hand is  " a  permanent interruption o f a  system' s  
abi l ity t o  perform a requi red function under speci fied operat ing condit ions" [ 1 8 ] .  and 
tl1U a fau l t  i s  a state within the system that may or may not affect the correct 
functioning of the sy tem. A fai l ures howe er results from one or more faults [ 1 8 ] .  
Furthermore. fau l t  d iagnosis can be defined as the process of determin ing the 
nature of a d isorder, and being able to dist inguish i t  from other possible condit ions [ 5 ] .  
Before going i nto detai l s  o f  PEM FC fault  diagnosi s. the PEMFC faults affecting the 
operation of the system are divided into three main groups : health degradat ion 
mechanisms. pernlanent ( fatal )  faults. and transient ( reversible) faults [ 2 ] .  A fourth 
group of faults that can affect the perfornlance of PEMFCs are fau l ts external to the 
fue l  cel l stack .  i . e  .. faults related to the interface. i nverters. pressure regulators. 
humid ifiers. etc . 
Several review on PEMFC fault diagnosis  techniques are avai lable in  
l i terature . However most of those reviews focus on  certain types of fault such as the 
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revie\v on catal y 1 degradat ion i ues in [ 1 9 ] .  the review on health managem nt and 
aging is ues in [ 20 ]  and the reviews on water management and flo ding issue in [ 2 1 ] 
and [22 1 ·  Other revie\vs focu on certain t pes of fault d iagnosis techniques uch as 
the rev ie\\ s on model ba ed and non-model based teclmiques in [ 23 ]  and [ 24 ] .  The 
objecti \ e of this chapter i to pre ent a thorough review on al l  the d ifferent type of 
PEMFC fault  p lu an extensive revie'V on all the fault diagnosis tools  and 
method logie pre ented in l iterature. 
2 . 1  H ea lth  Degradation M echan i  ms 
Durabi l i t  i s  one of the major l im it ing factors of the fuel ce l l  teclmology. Fuel 
cel l s  are known to ha e a short l ifetime after which their perfom1ance starts to degrade 
significant ly .  Wu et al. in [ 25 ]  review some of the durabibty studies performed on 
various components of a PEMFC i n  addit ion to some of the accelerated PEMFC stress 
te t ing mechanisms avai lable in l i terature that can help researchers accelerate the 
aging. durab i l i ty. and l i fe t ime studies on PEMFCs. Moreover. the degradation 
mechani sms of PEMFCs can be c lass ified i nto four d ifferent categories: membrane 
degradat ion. catalyst degradation. gas d iffusion layer degradation, and final ly b ipolar 
plate degradation .  In [26 ] ,  P lacca and Kouta adopted a fault tree analysis mechanism 
to evaluate the first three degradat ion mechanisms and ident ified membrane 
degradation as the degradat ion mechanism with the highest degradation rates and mo t 
severe effect on the global degradation of the cel l .  
I n  the fol lowing sect ions, each o f  the four degradat ion mechanisms is  analyzed 
and a l l  avai lable fault d iagnosis/mit igation techniques in l i terature are reviewed and 
compared to one another. In addit ion, a l l  the avai lable stress tests and aging 
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acceleration techn ique pre ented 1 11 l i terature \v i th re pect to each of those 
mcchani m are al 0 l i sted . 
2 . 1 . 1  M e m b ra n e  d egradat ion 
f embrane degradat ion mechanism can be attributed to one of three categories: 
mechanical degradat ion, thennal degradation, and ch mical degradation [ 25 ] .  
Mechan ical degradat ion of th membrane can be seen as cracks and perforations in  the 
membrane electrode a sembly ( MEA) and is mainly caused by either imperfections in  
the manufacturing proce of the MEA, or low to no humidification during the ce] ] ' s  
operation . Thelmal degradation hov ever occurs when the afion membrane is 
overheated re u l t ing in i t  decomposit ion.  On the other hand, chemical degradat ion of 
the membrane happens mainly as a result of the chemical reactions in the anode and 
cathode catal sts which rna sometimes result in the production of peroxide (HO)  and 
hydro-peroxide ( HOO) radicals which results in chemical attacks on both the catalyst 
and the membrane [ 25 ] .  
Faul t  d iagnosis o f  mem brane degradat ion :  
Hernandez e f  af. used two strategies to  d iagnose membrane deteriorat ion. Their 
fir  t trategy was based on an electrical c i rcui t  equivalent model of the PEMFC [27 ]  -
[ 2 8 ] .  I n  thi s  approach,  the parameters of the c i rcui t  model are analyzed to deteml ine 
variations i n  the c i rcu i t  parameters. A detetiorated membrane can be detected by a 
drop i n  the pressure gradient between the cathode and the anode whi le  a l l  other 
parameters remain unaffected. In the second strateg , Hernandez et al. [ 27 ]  used a 
stat i st ical  approach that analyzes the infornlation a ai l  able from each individual cel l 
to adequately  c lassi fy patterns of dysfunction in  the stack for three d ifferent causes: 
membrane deterioration, flooding and drying. 
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nother relat ive l )  impractical fault diagno i trategy of membrane 
deteriorat ion \\ a pre nted in [29 ] .  In thi work. the authors used tlu'ee relatively high 
load resi tance and a voltmeter to record the voltage and output pov" er of each cel l 
in the tack \-",hen connected to each of the tlrree re ist ive loads. They noted that a c lose 
to zero cel l output voltage gives an indication of a broken membrane. Hov. ever. this 
approach i ob'iou Iy  impractical for stacks with high number of cel ls �  in addition. it  
cannot be performed when a PEMFC s stem i s  onl ine .  
K im and Tak [ " a ]  o n  the other hand ba ed their tudy o n  the fact that in  each 
manufactured PEMFC stack there are cel l to cel l  variations in tem1S of state of health 
diagno is and degradation mechanisms cau ed by different electrochemical 
characteristics, making accurate PEMFC stack configurations very chal lenging and 
problemat ic .  Thus, they presented an approach based on discrete wavelet trallsfonn 
ba ed on mult i -reso lution analysis of the output terminal voltage signal s of a PEMFC 
over a wide frequency range for discrimination analysis. 
Furthermore, a model based fault d iagnosis technique presented in [ 3 1 ]  uti l i zes 
variable behavior analysis to detect four d ifferent faults including rupture in the 
Membrane e lectrode assembly ( MEA).  
M itigation techn iques of membrane degradation : 
To mit igate the degradation process of the membrane, several approaches were 
presented in theory and adopted in practice. Most of the mit igation technique with 
respect to mechanical membrane degradation focused on ei ther improving the design 
structure of the membrane flow fields at in let and outlet [ 32 ]  [ 3 3 ]  [ 34]  or on enhancing 
the mechan ical strength of the manufacturing material of the membrane [ 3 5 ]  [ 36 ]  to 
achieve h igher than 1 00cC durabi l i ty. As for the chemical degradat ion of the 
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membrane. the prop ed mit igation technique in l i terature basical ly  revoh ed around 
the dc\ clopmem of chemical ly  stable membrane with re pect to peroxide radical 
[ 3 7 J  [ 3 8 ]  or the improvement of the membrane's  design and structure in  order to 
increa 'e the chemical stabi l i ty of the membrane [ 39 ]  [40] . Another les preferred 
mit igation technique propo es the use of peroxide-decompo ition cataly t in the 
membrane. which manage to mit igate the p roxide problem but sti l l  impo es ome 
negat i \  e e fIects on the membrane due to the mixing of catalysts [4 1 ]  [42 ] .  
Accelerated m e m b ra n e  degradat ion test : 
The MEA i known to be the weakest cel l  component since it i s  the ource of 
mo t PEMFC perfom1ance degradations [ -1-3 ] .  And in  order to assess the durabi l i ty of 
the 1E , researches have proposed and deployed a variet of stress tests. A re iew 
on uch accelerated tress tests for PEMFCs has been presented by Zhang ef af. in [ 44] . 
Furthennore. a l l  MEA accelerated stres tests presented in  l i terature seems to revolve 
around operat ing the PEMFC under everal d i fferent stressful conditions. 
The most commonly used M EA stre s test approach focuses on operat ing the 
PEMFC under h igh temperature [4S ]  [46] [47]  [48]  or low humidity [49] [ SO ]  [ S l ]  [ S2 ]  
or both h igh temperature and low hun1 id i ty simultaneously [ S3 ]  [ 54 ] . F igure 3 depicts 
the degradation in the PEMFCs polarizat ion curve after being operated under a h igh 
temperature of 300°C for 24 hours. Another MEA stress test protocol i s  based on 
subjecting the stack to an unusual ly h igh current density [45 ] ;  however. the reported 
degree degradation in l i terature ( see F igure 4 )  is not as severe as that reported for 
operating cel l s  at h igh temperatures and low humidity. Several researchers also 
reported that operating the PEMFC under open c ircuit voltage wi l l  result  in chemical 
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degradat ion of  the membrane due to the production of peroxide radical [ 5 5 ]  [ 56 ]  [ 57 ]  
[ 58 1  [ 59 ]  [ 60 ] .  
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Figure 3 :  Time impact on the stack ' s  polarizat ion curve when operated at 300°C for 
24 hours [45 ]  
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F igure 4 :  Time impact on the stack 's  polarization curve when operated at nominal 
current density condit ions ( 1  A/cm2) and extreme conditions (2 A/cm�) [45 ]  
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2 . 1 .2 Cataly t degradat ion 
Cataly t degradat ion can occur in one of three mam forms [ 6 1 ]  [ 62 ] : ( 1 )  
platinum part ic le agglomeration and part ic le growth .  ( 2 )  platinum 10 and migration. 
C ' )  plat inum contamination. Furthermore. man) researchers agree that the platinum 
pal1icle agglomerat ion and particle growth is the dominant catalyst degradation 
mechani m in PEM FC . ince nanoparticles of plat inum has the i nl1erent tendency to 
agglomerate i )1to bigger part ic les to reduce their high surface energ , and then during 
long tem1 operating condi tions ofPEMFC , plat inum partic les tend to experience more 
e\ere agglomeration than usual [63 ] [ 64] . Platinum loss however. as wel l as cracks in 
the plat inw11 layer are mainl attributed to plat inum dissolution and washout, ( i .e . ,  
v,:hen the  p lat inum catalyst part ic les detach from the support and dissol e into the 
electrolyte) or p lat inum migration from i ts original position to el sewhere within the 
E \\<'hich reduce the acti e area of the cel l causing a huge deteriorat ion in  the cel l ' s  
performance [ -+ 8 ]  [ 63 ] .  
P l at inum contamination through carbon monoxide poisoning on the other hand 
is also one of the major health concerns in PEM FC . Research showed that as the CO 
content in the suppl ied fuel i ncreases, the cel l ' s  perforn1ance degrades. This is because 
CO poisons the anode reaction by adsorbing to the plat inum surface and thus blocking 
the active s i tes [ 65 ] .  The reactions at the anode of a PEMFC with a p lat inum catalyst 
can be expressed as [66 ] :  
Hz + 2 (Pt) � 2 (Pt - H)  
2(Pt - H) � 2 (Pt) + 2H+  + 2e-
( 02. 1 )  
( 02.2 ) 
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I I we\ er. if the hydrogen fuel i contaminat d with CO. the 0 can adsorb 
ont the plat inulll in one oi' the fol lowing foml . thus blocking the active platinum site 
at the anod [ 66 J :  
c o  + CPt) � C Pt = CO) 
2eO + 2 CPt - H)  � 2 C Pt = CO) + H 2  
(2. 3 )  
(2 .4 )  
Other I e  i nve tigated po  ible plat inum contaminants that could come from air 
or the uppl ied fuel are ( CH4, C02. H2 . H3. O. 02. SOl. S03. and 03) [ 62 J  [67 ] .  
Faul t  d iagno is of cata ]y t degradation 
ot much research was conducted in  the area of diagnosing and detecting catalyst 
problem ince most of the work concentrated on mit igation strategies and accelerated 
stre s te ts. However. the arne teclmique of [29J  pre iously discu sed in the 
membrane degradation ection was also u ed to detect a catalyst problem: i n  which an 
increa e in output power with a decrease i n  load resi stance was used as an i ndication 
for catalyst inval id i ty .  Okafor and Mogbo [68 ]  on the other hand. focused on the effects 
of cataly t loading and ga flow rate on the degradation of PEMFC perfolmance 
mea ures. They noted tbat lower gas flow rates decreases the ohimc. activation and 
total cel l res istances: whereas lower catalyst loading increases those resistances. 
Therefore they suggested increasing catalyst loading and decreasing the gas flow rates 
i n  order to decrease the said resistances. This wi l l  result in a decrease in activation 
losses. and therefore improves the PEMFC ' s  performance. 
M itigation strategie of catalyst degradation 
Several mit igation strategies were proposed and/or deplo ed in  practice to 
increase the durabi l i ty of the PEMFC Platinum catalyst with a focus on mit igating the 
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contamination problem. Tho e mit igation trategies can be ummarizer in  the 
fol lo\\ ing fi \ e  approache : 
I .  The repla ement of the plat inum catal), t by an a l loy catalyst. such as platinum­
ruthenium ( Pt-Ru) changes the anodic reactions to be as fol lo\ s, thu signi ficant ly 
reducing the CO adsorption by al lowing a water-gas shi ft reaction to occur i f  the 
fuel i humidi fied before it i fed into the cel l ' s  anode [65 ] .  [ 69] : 
CPt) + H 2 0  � CPt - O H )  + H + + e- ( 2 . 5 )  
Ru + H 2 0  � CRu  - O H )  + H + + e - ( 2 . 6 )  
C P t  = CO) + CRu  - O H )  � CPt) + Ru + C O 2  + H + + e - ( 2 . 7 )  
Another al loy that ha  a l  0 been i nvestigated in  l i terature is  platinum-Tin ( Pt-
n )  [ 70 ] ,  however the platinum-ruthen ium ( Pt-Ru)  catalyst is bel ieved to 
outperf0TI11 the platinum-Tin ( Pt- n )  catalyst in PEMFC appl ications. 
Furthermore, a l loyed platinum catalysts can also serve a role  in  avoiding serious 
act ivi ty los es resul t ing from plat inum agglomeration and platinum migration [ 62 ] .  
2 .  Bleeding a smal l  amount of a i r  i nto the anode along with the fuel which causes the 
oxygen avai lable in the fed air to oxidize the CO adsorbed in the catalyst layer 
forming C02. Thi  would c lean enough of the Plat inum sites for electro-oxidation 
with Hydrogen [65 ] ,  [ 7 1 ] . [ 72 ] .  
3 .  Operating the cel l  a t  a h igher temperature values could also improve the cel l ' s  
tolerance towards CO poisoning. However. this might alter the dynamics o f  the 
PEMFC and l imit its appl ications [ 65 ] ,  [ 73 ] .  Moreover. at the contrary, operati ng 
the PEMFC at low temperature and low relative humidity is bel ieved to reduce the 
dissol ution of plat inum catalyst [ 74 ] .  
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4 .  U i ng  an  ad\'anced pov" er convertor to  end a pul i ng  current of specific ampl i tude 
at 10\\ frequencies, thu creat ing a uffic ient anode over potential to force the CO 
to ele tro-oxid ize i nto 02, thus fre ing enough of the catalyst layer in the 
PEMFC.  Thi approach was found to inc rea e the PEMFCs power by 50% when 
uppl i ed with a hydrogen fuel containing a 500 patis per mi l l ion ( ppm ) CO [ 75 ]  
[ 76 ] .  
5 .  i ng non-plat inum catalysts has also been investigated in l iterature not only to 
incr a e the durabi l i ty of the catalyst, but a lso to possibl reduce the price of 
PEM FCs u ing cheaper catalysts. However. i t  i s  convenient to  mention here that 
although orne of the inve t igated catalysts ( such as the i ron ba ed cataly  t 
i nvestigated in  [ 77 ] ) i ncrease the act ive s i tes of the catalyst they were st i l l  unable 
to match the performance of plat inum catalyst to al low possible  replacement at the 
t ime being. 
Accelerated cataly t degradation tests 
Operat ing the PEMFC at undes irable temperature and relati e humidi ty alues. 
not only works as MEA stress test strategy. but it can also accelerate the platinum 
catalyst degradation phenomena. In fact, operat ing the cel l at elevated temperatures 
increases the rate of plat inum agglomeration and d issolut ion [ 78 ]  [ 79 ] .  On the other 
hand operating the cel l at an increased relat ive humidi ty was found to increa e the rate 
of platinum agglomerat ion, part ic le  growth [ 80]  [ 8 1 ]  [ 82 ] .  and platinum oxidation [ 83 ] .  
However, the most common stress test approach found in  l i terature for 
plat inum catalyst degradation is  potential contro l .  I n  such accelerated tress tests. the 
cel l is subjected to a square or a tri angular wave potent ial at specific  h igh voltage 
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\ alue [ ar und 1 . 1  . \\ h ich helps incr a e the rate of platinum di o lution and 
migrat ion [ 4 3 ]  [ 44 J  [ 78 ]  [ 84 ]  [ 8 5 ]  [ 86] . 
Load c )-c l ing has also been deployed a a catalyst degradat ion strategy i n  
everal r searche [ 82 ]  [ 87 ]  [ 8 8 ] .  Furthermore. the e researches concluded that the 
cathode undergo more extensi \'e agglomerat ion \\ hen compared to the anode under 
load C) c l ing accelerated degradat ion tests . 
Moreover. the re t of the i nvest igated and proposed stress tests focus on 
contaminating ei ther the input air or the uppl ied fuel . One example 1S ulfur 
contami nat ion; in which the hydrogen fuel is  contaminated with 1 ppm of I-I:! [ 89 ]  
resul t ing i n  a complete damage of the cel l i n  just 2 ]  hours of operat ion, or 
contami nating the uppl ied a ir  with SOl [90]  [ 9 1 ] .  Other explored contaminants in 
tress te t are 02 [90 ] .  H3 [ 92 ] .  o r  a combination of H1S.  CO, C02 and N H3 [ 89 ] .  
2. 1 .3 G as d iffu ion layer ( G D L )  degradation 
The gas d iffusion layer i s  a cr i t ical  component in  the PEMFC structure that 
al lows the effecti ve transportation of reactant gases from the gas flow channel to the 
catalyst l ayer , GDL also helps in draining l iquid water from the flow channels and 
the catalyst l ayer in order to keep the membrane humidified at low humidity v. h i le 
conducting electrons with low resistance. Therefore, hydrophobic i ty ( water repel l ing)  
and hydrophi l ic i ty ( water reta in ing) are two propert ies of the GDL that should be kept 
in careful balance to pre ent the flooding of the membrane [ 93 ] .  However, cold starts 
[ 94 ]  and long hours of operation [95 ]  were found to increase the hydrophi l ic i ty of the 
GDL.  
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1 reo\ cr ,  an ther important function of GDL is that it carbon content erves 
a a upport for th calal)  t layer. Therefore, the corrosion of carbon in the GDL could 
I ad t the 10 of platinum. Furthermore, the corrosion of carbon in the GDL i 
bt:l icwd t be main l }  caused by potential cycl ing, as wel l  as long operat ion under low 
humidit} or high temperatures [ 96 ] .  
M itigat ion t r'a tegie of G D L  degradation 
The only technique presented in l i terature to mit igate GDL degradat ion 
ugge t the u e of graphit ized carbon fibers during the preparation of the GDL which 
helps improve the ox idative and electro-oxidative stabi l ity of the GDL [97] . 
Accelerated G D L  degra dation tests 
There were tlu'ee main in- itu stress tests presented in  l i terature tackl ing the 
degradat ion of GDL .  I n  the first stress test. Borup e/ a1. [ 82 J  noted that the 
hydrophobicit ' of the GDL increa e with the i ncrease in the fuel cel l ' s  operat ing 
temperature . The second tressor is long operat ion under non-humidified reactant 
ga es: v. here chulze et a1. [98 J  [ 99J noticed a signi ficant decrease in the electrode 
hydrophobici ty after 1 600 hours of operation with non-humidified reactant gases. The 
last GDL stre sor is operat ion under freeze/thaw cyc les. After subjecting the fuel cel l  
to 1 00 freeze/thaw cyc les from -40°C to 70°C, Kim el al.  [ 1  OOJ repOlied the formation 
of ice in the GDL which resulted in a significant deformation of the layer. In another 
freeze/thaw te 1. Mukundan et al. [ 1 0 1 J  used dry ice to bring the freeze/thaw cycles 
down to -80°C result ing in  interfacial delamination between the catalyst layer and 
GDL as wel l  as fai l ure of the GDL .  
Two ex-situ tests also presented in l i terature to stress GDL are submerging the 
GDL i n  l iquid sol ution as wel l  a operat ing under freezing conditions. Submerging the 
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GDL in hydrogen perox ide o lution re ulted in \\eight los in GDL.  On the other hand, 
submerging the DL in l iquid water at di fferent oxygen concentrations and 
temperature affected the hydrophobicity of the GDL .  It was noted that the 
hydroph bicit) decrea es '\ ith prolonged expo ure time \\ hi le it increases with the 
incr  a e in v .. ater temperature [4  ... 1  In the second ex-situ test operat ing the fuel cel l 
for 1 500 h under freezing condition re ul ted in  material loss in  the GDL [ 1 02 ] .  
2. 1 A Bipolar plate degradation 
Bipolar plate are usual ly  made of graph ite. graphite/carbon-based composites, 
or polymer-based composites. They act as separators between the fuel ,  the oxidant 
ga es and the coolant. The also p lay a major role in homogeneously distributing the 
team and reactant gase as wel l  as col lecting the current generated by the 
electrochemical react ion [ 1 03 ] .  
M i tigat ion stra tegies of bipolar plate degradation 
Most mit igation strategies of bipolar plate' s  corrosion focus on the use of 
graphite/polymer composites, meta l l i c  materials coated with noble  metals as wel l  as 
n i tride or carbide-based al loys [ 1 03 ] .  This coat ing process helps improve the corrosion 
resi tance of the bipolar p lates. There are numerou studies in ] i terahlre that test the 
effects of d ifferent types of coating materials on the corrosion resistance improvement 
of bipolar plates. A a few examples; [ 1 04]  analyzed the effects of using Gold and 
Tantalum as coating material s. [ 1 05 ]  and [ 1 06 ]  investigated the use of metal nitrides 
as coating materia ls. whi le  [ 1 07 ]  i nve tigated the use of conductive polymer as a 
coat ing materia l .  However. the fuel cel l s  operation under thermal cyc l ing was rep0l1ed 
to cause deformation i n  the coat ing materia l  in [ 1 08 ] .  
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Accelera ted b ipo lar  plate degradation te t 
Bipolar p late are u ual ly  stre sed chemical ly through acid treatment to detect 
corr ion. In [ 1 09 ] ,  a el 01. exposed eight d ifferent types o f  stain less tee I used in 
the manufactur ing of bipolar plate to an acidic o lution. They carried ex-situ 
experim nt on the plates. and reported corrosion in the stainless steel after 1'2 h of 
operation. nother te t carried by Paulau kas ef (/1. in  [ 1 1 0 ] focused on nitride-based 
bip lar plate and used acidic olutions to test thei r corro ion resistance Ie els .  Other 
imi lar tre te t are summarized in Wu ef al. ' s  review [ 1 03 ] .  
2 .2  Permanen t  Fau lts 
Permanent faults are fatal and completely i rreversible because they result in  a 
pe1111anent damage to the fue l  cel l .  Once a permanent fault occurs, the perf01111anCe 
of the fuel cel l  becomes lower than its usual performance mea ure at similar operati ng 
conditions [27 ] .  Therefore. such faults have no sol ution other than replacing the 
damaged cel l  . Among the permanent faul ts. one can cite the fol lowing: 
2.2 . 1  Gas Starvat ion 
Gas starvation refers to the fuel cel l ' s  operation whi le i t  is  starved from either 
oxygen. hydrogen fuel. or both [96 ] .  The effect of 0 ygen starvat ion on the 
perfo1111ance degradat ion of PEMFCs was tackled in  [ 1 1 1 ] . The results of this work 
uggested that oxygen starvation has few impacts on cathode degradation. whereas 
oxygen starvation dur ing current cyc l i ng operat ion results in a significant damage to 
the membrane. 
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O n  the other hand. L iu  et aL tackled hydrogen tan ation 1 11 [ 1 1  � ] .  They 
reported that " hen the anode i tarved from hydrogen, the current density of the cel l s  
located Joser to the output immediate ly drop to zero. whi le other cel l s  remain 
unaffected [ 1 1 2 ] .  However. th i s  drop i n  curr nt density does not affect the cel l " s  
durabi l i t) _ but recurrent tarvat ion result ing in  ubsequent cel l reversal \\' i l l  celiainly 
impact the cel l '  durab i l i ty [ 96 ] .  To expla in that. when hydrogen starvation occurs the 
cel l - current cannot be maintained result ing in  a h igh anode potential [ 1 1 2 ] .  This high 
potent ial cause the water molecule i n  the anode to spl i t  into hydrogen and oxygen. 
The pre ence of oxygen in the anode and the pre ence of hydrogen in the cathode wi l l  
result i n  the re ersal of the cel l  potential [ 96 ] .  
Ce l l  rever a l  i a lso knov"n to cause corrosion in the cel l s  carbon components 
such as the GDL and the backing layers since the oxygen at the anode wi l l  react with 
the carbon to form C02. The corrosion in the backing layers wi l l  also e entual ly  lead 
to corrosion of the e lectro-catalyst [ 1 1 2 ] .  
M o  t of the studies a ai lable i n  l iterature. such as [ 1 1 3 ] ,  [ 1 1 4 ] ,  [ 1 1 5 ] ,  and [ 1 1 6] 
tudy the effects of gas starvation i n  the durab i l i ty of the PEMFC stack .  However. very 
few researches on gas star ation fau l t  d iagnosis was found in l i terature. 
Faul t  d iagnosi of G as starvation 
Fuzzy logic was used by Zheng et al .  in [ 1 1 7 ] to d iagnose three faults: namely :  
oxygen starvat ion. ater flooding and dry ing in  the PEMFC stack. On the other hand, 
Frappe ef at. argued that gas starvation can be detected through cel l ol tage osc i l lations 
in [ 1 1 8 ] .  
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nother \\or"- in [ 1 1 9 ] dey loped a no\ el approach to  detect and i olate ga 
'tan ation faults in the anode alone. the cathode alone. or on both ide . u ing two 
di fferent m thod of v,:a\ elet analy i s  ( orlet and Daubechies) and harmonic analysis. 
Furthermore. L i  e/ (II. [ 1 20 ]  developed a dynamic model for fuel cel ls and used 
the model to propo e a ga tan'ation diagno is method that uti l izes the varying 
principle of PEM fuel cel l s  dur ing d) namic loading and the gas pressures to calculate 
pre lire and vol tage t ime con tants. The e t ime constants are then used to detect gas 
tan at ion. 
2 .2 .2  Hydrogen Leakage i n  the  fuel cell stack 
In hydrogen fed fuel cel ls .  there is  alway an accepted leakage rate that should 
never be exceeded s ince hydrogen gas is general ly known for its h igh combust ibi l ity. 
especia l ly  when confi ned in  smal l  non-venti lated spaces. Once the leakage rate i s  
increa ed  due  to  crack i n  the graphite plate. seal mptures or  membrane cro - leaks. 
there \\:ould be a critical hydrogen concentration due to the accumulating hydrogen in 
a mal l space leading to an inevitable explosion [ J  2 1 ] . 
Faul t  d iagnosis of Hydrogen Leakage 
I ngimundar on et a1. [ 1 2 1 ]  argued that i n  order to accurately detect hydrogen 
leakage in a fuel cel L  the presence of water vapor i n  the anode must be taken into 
consideration.  Therefore in addit ion to the mass flow sensor and the anod pressure 
sensor already employed in fuel ce l ls  to help detect hydrogen leakage; they proposed 
the addit ion of a relative humidity sensor - although it is very expensive - with an 
adaptive alann threshold to e l iminate false alann . To demonstrate the effectiveness 
of their approach they in it ia l ly developed a model for the PEMFC' anode based on 
mass balance. Then they used two detection quantities based on the distance between 
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the model ' predi t ion of hy drogen leakage and leakage area and the actual 
mea ur ment . HoV\ e\ er. ince there are a lot of components related to each detection 
quantit) , they argued that one cannot assume that a hydrogen leak ha occurred based 
on the ri e of any or both of the detection quant it ies above the threshold value . A 
relat i \  e humidity en or \Va then deployed in  this approach and the impro ement in  
the leak detect ion \va demon trated. 
Tian el al. [ 1 22 ]  - [ 1 23 ]  on the other hand, aimed at detecting reactant leakage in  
aged cel l  in  the anode/cathode crossover region and the anode/cool ing compartment 
by monitoring the open c ircuit \'ol tage of the cel ls and analyzing them at d ifferent 
operat ing condit ion to help locate the defective ce l ls .  In this approach, anode/cathode 
leakage was detected using signal based fault detection, by studying the amount of 
t ime needed by each cel l i n  a stack to reach a preset voltage threshold of O .5V after 
topping the reactant flows. It was noted that ome cel l s  reached the set threshold fast 
\\ h i le it took other cel l s  a long t ime to reach i t .  A nom1al probab i l ity curve was then 
u ed to graphical l y  assess the results and ident i fy nom1al data, outl iers and defective 
cel l s .  Anode/cool ing compartment leakage on the other hand was detected by studying 
the correlat ion between the reactant gas flow dynamics and the water level in the 
expansion ve sei .  
Escobet e t  al. [ 1 24 ]  modified the PEMFC simulator model that was developed 
by Pukrushpan el al. i n  [ 1 25 ]  to include several faults, namely:  increase in the friction 
of the compressor motor, overheating of the compressor motor, increase in  fluid 
resi stance due to water blocking the chmmels or flooding i n  the d iffusion layer, air 
leakage i n  the air supply manifold. increase in  the voltage causing compressor motor 
to sta l l ,  and the increa e in stack temperature due to fai lure in temperature control ler. 
A model based fault d iagnosis methodology was proposed based on the relative fault 
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cnsit i " it of the d i fferent fault . The arne et of faults wa also tackled by Ro ich el 
al. in [ 1 26 ] .  [ 1 27 ]  'v\ ho al 0 used the Pukru hpan el al. [ 1 25 ]  model as the base for 
their  work. Ho\>, ev r. their proposed diagnosi approach considered causal infom1ation 
or the ystem. This infomlation \\'as then used to generate re idual in which the 
unkno\\ n variable ""ere computed using direct back substi tution . The back 
ub titution 'v\ a th n extended to al low l inear loop . 
I n  [ 1 28 ]  an on l i ne control and monitoring ystem for an uninterruptable power 
upply ( P ) system based on PEM Fuel Cel ls  for backup power appl ications was 
i ntroduced. The propo ed fault monitoring system was composed of a knowledge base. 
an interface engine and a user interface sy tern based on Lab V I EW which monitors 
three fault mode : drying of the membrane. hydrogen and air starvat ion of 
electrochemical reaction and membrane leakage. The authors based their approach on 
the fact that membrane leakage is usua l ly  caused by a fracture or a hole in  the 
membrane. Holes in the membrane may be caused by the presence of a hot spot whi le  
fracture result from mechanical stress when the cel l is  operated under dynamic 
operating  condi t ions, resulting i n  a pressure d ifference that would break the 
membrane.  Therefore a hydrogen pressure control ler was employed to avoid leak J J1 
the membrane. 
Khorasani ef al. analyzed the different causes of leakage faults i n  a PEMFC in 
[ 1 29 ] . They then presented a diagnosis methodology to locate leaking cel ls with i n  a 
defect ive stack by operating the defective stack under open circuit condit ions then 
suddenly shutting down the hydrogen flow while monitoring the voltage-time 
variation i n  the responses of the cel l s  to detect the leak ing cel l s  with i n  the stack.  
Further analysis of  the voltage-time curves was also used to judge the cause of 
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leakages in  a tack :  \\ h ther it i du to membrane rupture or  due to seal ino oa ket e e  
fai l ure. 
ghari el (/1. [ 1 3 0 ]  analyzed the d i fferent techn iques used to detect and 
loca l ize leakage in a stack ( i nfrar d ( lR )  thermography, Open Circuit Voltage decay. 
Cros over CUlTent. and Open C i rcui t  Voltage growth) .  They showed that among these 
techniques. the cros over current technique i the safest whi le  the IR thermograph 
ha the most promi i ng potent ial in accurately diagnosing leaks \\hen used along with 
other method . 
2.3 Transient  Faul t  
Transient faults are completely revers ible, i .e . ,  once resolved, the PEMFC 
ystem can go back to normal operation since no permanent damage was i nduced . 
Transient faults are usual ly re lated to the fuel cel l state and the control strategy. Those 
faul ts can a1 0 be con idered the most severe PEMFC faults in terms of probabi l i ty of 
occunence. And thus one \ i l l  find that most of the fault d iagnosi s  and prognosi s  \\ ork 
\'v· ith respect to PEMFCs in general avai lable in l iterature concentrate on those types 
of fault . The two types of PE i FC transient faults are : 
2 .3. 1 Flooding 
S ince P EMFCs operate a t  relat ively low temperature values rangl l1g from 
about 60°C to 80°C, water management is  always a key i ssue. The cel J " s  membrane 
has to be ful l y  water saturated in order to enhance its ionic conducti vity. However, i f  
the membrane becomes flooded with water, thi s would obstruct the gas transport to the 
react ion si tes thus reducing the act ive surface area of the catalyst. This would 
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igni ficant l y  i ncr a e the cel l "  activation and concentration 10 e which therefore 
reduce the c I f  effic iency [ 1 1 8 ] .  
2.3.2 Dry inu  
I f  the membrane drie out. its resistivity increa e also cau ing a reduction in  
th celr  efficiency. 10reover. if the cel l operates for a long t ime \ ith low \ ater 
content this \" ould i gni ficantly reduce its l i fetime [ 1 ] 8 ] .  ote from Figure 5 that 
Hooding and drying re ul t  in the ame V- I  characteri t ics except for when the cel l " s  
\ o ltage reaches beloy its minimum rated voltage (OA V ). 
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F igure 5 :  E ffect of drying and flooding on the polarization curve [ 1 1 8 ] 
2 .3.3 Fau l t  d iagnosis of flooding and d ry ing  
The voltages of independent cel l s  in a stack differ from one another. I t  is  
general ly noted by many researchers that the cel l s  nearest to the fuel in let have higher 
voltage than those farthest ( nearest to air i nlet) due to the uneven gas distribution or 
water flooding. Moreover, i t  is  general ly noted that the temperatures of the center cel ls 
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are relati, I )  h igher than the r s t  and thu the) are at a higher risk of drying but rarely 
get nooded ince flood ing u ual ly  occur at the cooler cel l s  [ 1 1 8 ] .  Therefore. Frappe 
ef (//. [ 1 1 8 ] , [ 1 3 1 ]  de\ eloped a dynamic model for a 20-cell PEM FC stack .  The 
\ ol tages of a group of repre entat ive cel l s  in the stack were monitored at the in let. and 
out! t of the tack to detect flooding and at the center of the tack to detect drying. In  
case there w as no  fault .  the mea ured voltages are ei ther constant or  drop simi larly due 
to load , ariation. i . e  .. the di fferential voltages ( V IOlet - V center) and ( Voullct - V center) are 
equal to z roo I n  case of flooding the two d ifferential voltages become negat ive and 
decrea e whereas in the case of drying they become posit ive and start to i ncrease . The 
proposed approach wa then val idated experimental ly on a SOOW. 20-cel l  FC stack .  
Another approach presented i n  [ 76 ]  uses the PEMFC " s  voltage drop and 
impedance response to detect both flooding and drying of the membrane. It was noted 
that in the case of flooding. the back pressure of the unreacted oxygen drops, and both 
the imaginary and real parts of the cel l ' s  impedance i ncrease. However. al though the 
magni tude response of the cel l  tended to i ncrease dur ing flooding. its phase re ponse 
was found to remain unaffected. During drying however. the cel l ' s  power output was 
found to drop by SO% \. hi le the imaginary and real parts of the cel l ' s  impedance 
increase. Moreover. unl i ke the flooding case. a negat ive phase shift appeared at low 
frequencies in the phase response of the cel l .  This made it possible to detect both 
flooding and drying by measuring voltage drops as wel l  as phase shi fts at low 
frequencies ( 0 . 0 1  - 1 Hz) .  
Barbir ef af. [ 1 32 ]  on the other hand. noted that the pressure drop on the cathode 
side of the PEMFC can be ut i l ized as an ind icator for membrane flooding whi le  the 
increase in the ce l l  resistance gives an i ndication of a drying membrane. However. 
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hen r 1 3 3 ]  argued that the use of pressure drop alone a a diagnost ic tool for flooding 
not enough for two rea on : 
1 .  The pre sure i gnal contain high frequency osc i l lations v. hich mak it 
di fficul t  to j udge nooding. 
2 .  n idering the relati e ly low pressure drop « 1 000 Pa). signal noises could 
affect the accuracy of the diagnosis .  
Therefore Chen proposed the use of the dominant frequency of the pressure 
drop signal obtain d by fast Fourier transform ( FFT) rather than the pressure drop 
signal it e l f  to i ndicate flooding. 
In Hemandez e! al. [27] . [ 28 ] .  the electrical equivalent c i rcuit diagnosis strategy 
previously d iscus ed. they noted that in the case of flooding. the input and output 
resistances at the cathode side increase, the gas d iffusion rate decreases. and the 
c ircuit "  capac itance decrease. On the other hand. i n  the case of dry ing. the electrical 
re i t iv i ty of the stack tends to increase whi le l imi ting the maximal current density and 
electro-osmotic drag coeffic ient. In addit ion. the membrane' s  width and the gas 
d i ffusion constants wi l l  also be affected by dehydrat ion.  
Yousfi- teiner ef al. addres ed the PEMFC water management issue in  several 
papers. I n  [ 1 34 ] .  [ 1 3 5 ]  they ut i l ize a black box model of PEMFC based on neural 
networks that st imulates the evolution of pressure drop at the cathode as wel l as the 
ceJ l ' s  voltage in the healthy operat ion case of the PEMFC.  Two residuals are then 
calculated by comparing the experimental results with those of the neural neh.york to 
i ndicate the flooding or drying of the membrane. However. in [ 1 36 ] .  their  presented 
approach to detect flooding was based on di screte wavelet transform. The proposed 
flooding diagnosis ut i l izes only the stack voltage information and it consists of a 
mult i  scale decompo it ion signal feature extraction using discrete wavelet tran fom1, 
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fol lowed bJ fault ident ification and cla sification. Ident ificat ion of flooding or no 
flooding case i then ba ed n the patterns obtained from the \\  avelet packet 
coe ffic ient . nother approach presented in [ 1 3 7 ] .  uti l ized a fuzzy logic model of 
PE I FC that is  tuned u ing genetic algorithms a a ba e for a diagnosis approach for 
membrane nooding and dry ing in  automotive appl i cations. 
In  [ 1 3 8 ] ,  an onl ine fault diagno i approach for large PEMFC tacks was 
propo ed to detect flooding. The authors used a d imension reduction method known 
a the F isher l i near d iscrimi nat ion ( F L  ) to extract features from individual cel l 
voltages for diagnosis .  The Gaussian mixture model (GMM)  classi fication 
methodology i then deployed for fau l t  detection. Several flooding experiments were 
conducted on a 20-cel l stack to test and validate the proposed approach .  
Several research works in  l i terature sugge t using the i ncrease in a PEMFC 
i ngle cel l voltage variance as an i ndication for the occurrence of flooding at the 
cathode side of the fuel ce l l  stack .  However. in [ 1 39 ] ,  G iurgea el al. suggest using the 
variance of the cel J ' s  voltage and the relative voltage drop to estimate the probabi l ity 
of flooding .  
On the other hand. O ' Rourke et al. [ 1 40]  proposed an early detection scheme 
of anode flood ing in PEMFCs. Their detection mechani sm is based on periodical ly  
p ik ing the load cutTent to a value of 0 . 5  cm2 when the ce l l  is  operating a t  a low 
current. The d ifferences between the median cell voltage and the indi idual cel l s' 
vol tages are then measured during each spike. I f  any of the measured cel l voltages are 
found to be significantly di fferent from the median. then that i ndicates the presence of 
flooding. 
Cadet et al. [ 1 4 1 ] proposed an approach to compare d iagnosis mechanisms of 
flooding and drying faults .  They presented several guidel ines for choosing, designing 
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and applying di fferent PE l F  diagnostic tools .  Thi \\ ork start by pre ent ing imple 
equation to e timate the relati,e humidity in  the stack under the appl i ed operat ing 
condi t i  11 . The diagnostic tool under investigation is then real ized and its fault 
d iagno i perfom1ance i s  eval uated using e\'eral propo ed indicators. 
Furthermore, electro hemical impedance spectroscopy ( E I  ) was used i n  [ 1 41 ]  
to monitor flood i ng  and dryi ng. however another work presented in  [ 1 43 ]  uses E I S  
with moditlcation in order to uccessful ly  diagnose flooding and drying using only 
two mea urements, the stack current and the stack ' s  voltage. 
You fi - teiner el a1. al 0 conducted a general review on PEMFC water 
management problems in [ 2 1 ]  and the di fferent strategies used to overcome them 
( reactant humidi ty controL reactant flow rate controL temperature controL pressure 
controL current densit modi fication and a convenient fuel cell design) .  Another 
re\ iew on PEMFC flooding i ssues was perfom1ed b L i  et al. in [22 ] .  
2A I nterface Faul ts 
I nterface faults are faults related to parts of the fuel cel l  system that are external 
to the fuel  cel l  stack as demonstrated in F igure 6. However. some of tho e components 
are conventional and are not specifical ly designed for use with fuel  cel ls ;  and thus l i ttle 
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A pre iously explained, the ceIr  membrane has to  be  ful ly  water saturated 
in order to enhance it ionic conductivity, and thus, the humidi fication process i 
crucial to the operation of PEMFCs. I n  case the humidi fier coupled with the PEMFC 
fai l s, the membrane wi l l  d ry out .  therefore reducing the cel l ' s  efficiency. 
Faul t  Diagnosis of H u mid ification Fai l u re 
arj i ss el al. [ 1 44 ]  proposed an approach that ut i l izes the DC/DC converter 
that is al ready coupled with the fuel cel l to perform an onl ine fault  diagnosis on a 
PEMFC .  The DC/DC converter was contro l led by a digital signal processor ( DSP)  and 
a capac itor was added in paral lel to the fuel cel l  stack in order to reduce the current 
harmonics .  Then the PEMFC ' s  onl ine state of health was judged using impedance 
pectroscopy by i njecting a low sinusoidal current signal to the cel l  at d ifferent 
frequencies. I t  was noted that with the use of the DSP control ler. no pulse width 
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modulation n i e wa present at the cel l '  s output. The authors then i Uu  trated how the 
E l  can be u ed to give an indication on the cel l '  humid ification. The higher the 
perc ntagc of humid i fi cation, the lower i the mea ured impedance. Moreover, the 
pectroscoP) can al 0 be used to j udge the ga flows since the impedance tends to 
in rea e \\ ith the decrease of ga Oows at con tant loads. 
2A.2 Power E lectron ics I n terface Fai l u re 
PEMFC are u uaUy coupled with DCfDC or DCf AC C011\'e11ers in  order to 
boost the fue l  cel l ' s  vol tage and provide adequate power to the load. Ho\ ever the large 
\ arian e between the magni tude of the input and output signals imposes severe 
mechanical tress on conventional DCIDC converters [ 1 45 ] .  Therefore. some 
researcher started modify ing the conventional converters' topology to better suit the 
fuel cel l  appl ication. 
In [ 1 46 ] ,  the authors considered d ifferent solut ions for the DCfAC bidirectional 
convertors for u e with fuel cel l systems using super capac itors: the double fly-back 
converter, the forward-current source conver1er, the push pul l -current ource 
converter. and the half bridge-current ource converter. Those converters were then 
compared and analyzed technical l y  and economical ly  according to witches cost and 
volume of the transformer i nductor core. The hal f bridge-current source converter was 
then selected and modi fied by adding a transformer with mult iple secondary coi l s  in 
series with the converter i n  order 10 i ncrease the fue l  cel ls '  effic iency. 
Cha and Enjet i  [ 1 47 ]  focused on fuel cel l  systems for res idential use. Therefore 
the} proposed a system consisting of two power stages; a soft switching ful l  bridge 
DCfDC converter and a three phase voltage source i nverter without DC l i nk capacitors. 
The DCfDC con erter' switching was then synchronized with the inverter during the 
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inten al in v, hich the D l ink CUlT nt is zero. Thi re ul ted in a zero cUITent switchina e 
and a 7er \ol tage \\ itching a \\- e l l  a a lower electromagnetic i nterference ( EM I )  
and a higher e ffic iency over a \\ ide range o f  operat ing point . Moreover. in [ 1 48 ] .  
V ang ef al. u ed a ful l  bridge DC/D conve11er \ ith an H bridge inve11er in order to 
decrease the voltage/current stres with minimal added cost. 
Other re earch r tended to de ign new converters for the spec i fic use with fuel 
cel l  . Three examples are the high step-up DC/DC converter with a coupled inductor 
in [ 1 49] . the \\ ide input range fuel cel l  power condit ioner in [ 1 50 ]  and the three phase 
tran former isolated DC/DC con erter in [ 1 5 1 ] . 
2A.3 Cool ing Sy tern Fai l u re 
The temperature of the PEMFC i s  maintained at a desired alue using a cool ing 
s) stem in  order to en ure high reaction effic iency over a l l  operat ion. A fai lure in the 
deployed cool ing system wi l l reduce the cel l ' s  efficiency. 
Faul t  D iagnosi of Cooling Fai l u re 
I n  [ 1 5 2 ] ,  a contro l  strategy for a fuel cel l cool ing system was presented based 
on a fl- ynthesis l i near contro l ler which helped maintain performance robustness 
despite the presence of parameter and input uncertainties. 
Another approach that uti l i zes PEMFC model based fault diagnosis techniques 
to detect several types of faul ts inc luding the increase in the stack ' s  temperature due 
to cool ing system fai lure was presented in  [ 1 53 ] .  This model based fault diagnosis 
approach was based on the onl ine comparison between the real- t ime behavior of the 
system and its dynamic model .  When discrepancies are detected, they are analyzed to 
determine the type of fault .  
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An addit ional model ba d fault diagno is technique found in l i terature [3 1 ]  
demon trate the u e of variable b havior anal sis to detect cool ing ystem fault ( al 0 
k.no\\ n a refrigerat ion s tern faults ) .  
Zig8ee wireles ensor with Modbus interface \\'ere also used successful ly to 
detect everal  PEMF faults inc luding cool ing system fai l ure in [ 1 54 ] .  I n  this 
appr ach, 1 3  di fferent output characteristic were u ed to detect system faults based 
on an exten ion neural net\-vork ( E  ) .  However i n  [ 1 55 ]  Wang and Tsai proposed 
a fault foreca t ing method based on the grey pred iction model (GPM) and extension 
theory for fuel cel l ' s  inc ipient fau lt foreca t ing .  The proposed approach was val idated 
u ing experimental re ult , and the fault foreca ting accuracy \ as found to be about 
9 1 . 5°'0 at the next cyc le.  whereas it dropped to 72% at the next two cycles. 
2AA Air Su pply System Fai l u re 
E xamples of all' supply system fai lure are : oxygen hole blockage. 
blower/compressor fai l ure. actuator fault .  compressor fault . air leakage in the supply 
man ifold. etc. These faults w i l l  pre ent the oxygen reactant gas from reaching the 
react ion sites of the PEMFC. 
Faul t  Diagnosi of Air  Supp ly System Fai lure 
The proposed faul t  d iagnosis techniques in  [ 1 53 ] .  [ 1 54 ]  and [ 1 55 ]  also tackled 
several air supply system fai lure modes such as compressor fai l ure due to i nc rea ed 
friction. overheating and i ncreased voltage. air leakage in  the air supply man ifold [ 1 53 ]  
and oxygen hole blockage [ 1 54 ] .  [ 1 55 ] .  
Another model based fau l t  diagnosis approach for detecting air supply system 
faults with respect to volumetric compressors was presented in [ 1 56 ]  where init ial l y. 
a mathematical  model of the PEMFCs air supply system was developed. This 
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mathematical model had three variable : th fuel cel l '  voltage, the air pre ure in the 
uppl) mani fold and the com pres or' noV. map. The obtained model wa then 
tran formed int fault d iagno i oriented tructural state equations to help diagnose air 
uppl) fai lure mode . An addit ional model ba ed technique that uses variable behavior 
analysi of temperature, pov. er and voltage to detect faults in the reaction air fan of the 
air uppl) sy tem of a PEMFC is presented in  [ 3 1 ] . 
I n  [ 1 57 ]  and [ 1 5 8 ] .  a combination of a feed-forward and a feedback control ler 
\vere developed to regulate the ox gen supply in a PEMFC at different operat ing points 
a wel l  as to help  in  the fault diagnosis of five different PEMFC faults, namely :  
actuator faul t .  a i r  leakage in  the supply man ifold a s  wel l  a s  three sensor fau lts. I n  this 
approach,  residual generation wa used for fault detection whi le  a radial basis function 
( RB F )  c lassifier was u ed in  order to isolate faults .  
Benouioua et al.  [ 1 59 ]  measured the singularities on oltage signal to obtain 
infom1ation on the evoh ing dynamics of non-stationary and non l inear proce ses in  
PEMFC . They use wavelet transform combined with mult i -fractal formal i sm to 
analyze the PEMFC behavior by producing large coefficients on the singular points of 
the voltage signals and measuring the strength of the singularit ia \Va elet 
coefficients. They noted that a h igh i rregularity in  the PEMFC voltage ignal gives an 
i ndication for a ir  supp ly  s stem fai lure. 
2.4.5 Hydrogen Supply System Fai l u re 
TIl l s  means that no or l i tt le hydrogen reactant reaches the reaction sites of the 
PE 1 FC. causing the cel l ' s  operation fai l ure. 
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Faul t Diagno j of Hydrogen u pply y tern Fai lu re 
The E approach of [ 1 54 ]  was uti l ized to detect uch fault \yhereas the fault 
foreca t ing approach proposed in [ 1 55 ]  \ as used to predict hydrogen supply sy tern 
fai l ure before i t  ccur . 
Mor ver, in  the \\ avelet tran form approach presented in [ 1 59 ] .  the authors 
al 0 n ted that in case there \vas onl a l ight effect on the regularity of the stack 
\ oltage ignai, then that indicate the presence of fai l ure in the hydrogen supply 
) tem. 
Furthermore, a mode l ba ed fault diagnosis teclmique presented in [ 3 1 ]  ut i l ized 
\ ariable behavior anal si to detect faul ts in the hydrogen feed l i ne amongst other 
fau lts .  
2A.6 Air E xh a ust Fa i lure 
The fuel cel l ' s  air exhau t i used to di spose of the excess un-reacted hydrogen. 
excess air. and bi-products ( uch as C02 ) into the atmo phere. Fai lure of the air exhaust 
sy tem wi l l  severe ly compromise the fuel cel l ' s  operation, since those gases wi l l  
accumulate inside the  relat ively sma l l  fuel  cel l area causing in  some cases an explosion 
as previously explained due to the accumulation of Hydrogen in a confined space. 
Faul t  Diagno is of A ir  Exhaust Fa i lure 
The ut i l izat ion of ZigBee wireless sensors with Modbus interface and ENN 
training was ut i l ized to detect air exhaust fai l ure in  [ 1 54 ]  while the forecasting 
approach presented in [ 1 55 ]  was able to foreca t air exhaust fai l ure. 
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2A.7  , en or  etw ork Fai lu re 
In ca e of a fault) n or or in case of fai lure of the communication y tern 
between th en ors and the contro l ler then the control ler \\ i l l  fai l  to control the 
PE 1F 
Faul t  Diagno i of Sensor Netw ork Fa i lure 
C mmunication sy tern fai l ure was tack led in [ 1 54 ]  using ENN and in the fault 
foreca t ing approach of [ 1 55 ] .  AI o.  as previously mentioned. the feed-forward and 
the feedback control ler de ign for PEMFCs with RBF classifier pre ented in  [ 1 57 ]  and 
[ 1 58 ] .  \Va al 0 u ed to detect and isolate three types of sensor faults. namely :  oxyg n 
con umption sensor, PEMFC oltage sensor and net pmver sensor. Moreover. in 
another approach. a Princ ipal  Component Analysis ( PCA) model of the fuel cel l  was 
developed and then trained in order to detect sensor network fai lure in PEMFC 
operated vehicles [ 1 60 ] .  
Zhou e t  ({I. [ 1 6  I ]  argued that s ingle model based fault detection and diagnosis 
approaches alone are not enough to tackle PEMFC fault � therefore they proposed an 
interact ing mult iple model ( IM M )  fi l ter approach for PEMFC fault detection and 
diagnosis .  Moreover. to overcome the shortcoming of the conventional IMM approach 
with constant transit ion matrix .  they introduced a Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model to 
update the transit ion probabi l i ty among mult iple  models. which made their  proposed 
fault diagnosis approach smooth and reduced the possib i l ity of false fault  detect ion. 
F ina l ly i n  [ 1 62 ]  and [ 1 63 ] ,  L i ra el ol. presented a model based fault diagnosis 
approach for PEMFCs based on the structural residual generation as wel l  as a L inear 
Parameter Variant ( LPV) observer that takes into account variations in the mode l ' s  
parameter with respect to  changes in  the PEMFC's  operat ing point. This proposed 
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approach wa able to identi fy and esti mate four en or faults presented at di fferent 
t ime in taots: namel) : tack \ ol tage sensor. upply pressure nsor. oxygen 
con 11l1lption en or, and c mpressor speed ensor. To val idate their propo ed 
approach, L i ra e/ ul. us d the exa [' l . 2 kW PEMFC power module to simulate their 
algorithm b) introduc ing a set of typical sensor fault scenarios. 
2.5 S u m m a ry 
This chapter pre ented a thorough review on a l l  possible faults that could affect 
the perfol111ance of PEMFC . Furthermore, the avai lable fault detection/i solation 
techniques in  l i terature of the said fau l ts were discussed. compared and analyzed . The 
findings of thi review are summarized in Tables ] and 2. 
Nevertheless, most of these reviewed techniques suffer from sign ificant 
drawbacks. For in tance. Frappe el al. approach in [ 1 1 8 ] and [ 1 3 1 ]  is impractical since 
\:oltage drop could be caused by something e lse,  and not necessari ly flood ing and 
drying. Other techniques l i ke [29] that are based on a smal l  number of cel l s  in a stack 
are impractical for common commercial stacks with large number of cel ls .  
Moreover. some common techniques used in  fault diagnosis ( such as the use 
of current interruption e e l ). E 1 S. statistical approaches, neural network and fuzzy logic 
ba ed techniques. as wel l as some model based techniques) wi l l  become inval id with 
system modificat ions. 
As for the health degradat ion mechanisms and the permanent faul ts, most 
techniques focus on detect ing and mit igating the problem, but none of the avai lable 
techniques in  l i terature was able to e l iminate any of these problems. 
Table 1 :  ummary of PE I F  Health Degradation Mechanisims 
Degradat ion 
M chan i  m 
;\- 1 £ degrada t ion  
Pt Cata l�  t 
Degrada t ion  
C O L  Degrada t ion  
B ipo lar  p la te  
degradat ion 
Diagno i t ra tegie 
• M odel ba ed [27]  
[18 ] 
• Variable behav ior 
anal) is [3 I ]  
• tatistical approach 
[ 17 ]  
• H igh load 
res i  tances [29]  
• Discrete wa elet 
transform [ 30 ] 
• H igh load 
resistances [29]  
A 
N A  
M it igation t ra tegie 
• Improv ing design 
structure of in let, 
outlet and flo\\ fields 
[32] [ 3 3 ]  [3�] 
• Enhanc ing 
mechanical strength 
[3 S ] [36]  
• Enhance chemical 
stabi l ity [ 37 ]  [38] 
[39 ]  [40 ]  
• s ing  perO\: ide­
decomposit ion 
catalysts in  the 
membrane [4 I ]  [�7 ]  
• Using plat inum a l lo) 
catalyst [62 ] [6S ] 
[69] [70] 
• Air  B leeding [6S ]  
[ 7 1 ]  [72 ]  
• H igh operat ing 
temperature [6S ] [ 73 ]  
• Using ad anced 
power convertor [ 7S ]  
[ 76 ]  
• Using N o n  plat inum 
catalyst [77]  
• Using graph it ized 
carbon fibers in G D L  
preparation [97] 
• Coat ing [1S ] [ 1 04 ]  
[ l OS ]  [ 1 06 ]  [ 1 07]  
Accelerated t ress 
Tests 
• H igh temperature 
[4S ] [46 ]  [�7 ]  [48 ] 
[ S3 ]  [S4]  
• Low humidity [-l9] 
[SO]  [S I ]  [ S2 ]  [S3 ]  
[S4]  
• H igh current densit) 
[ 4S ] 
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• Open c ircui t  o ltage 
[ S S ]  [S6] [S7 ]  [S8 ] 
[S9]  [60] 
• H igh temperature 
[ 78 ]  [ 79]  
• I ncreased re lati e 
humidity [80 ]  [8 1 ]  
[ 82 ]  [ 83 ]  
• Potential control [43 ]  
[44 ] [ 78 ]  [84 ]  [8S ] 
[ 86 ]  
• Load cyc l ing [ 82 ]  
[ 87 ]  [ 88 ] 
• Contam ination o f  
input a ir  and or 
suppl ied fuel  [89 ]  
[90] [9 1 ]  [91]  
• H igh temperature in 
[ 82 ]  [96] 
• Low humidity [96] 
[98 ] [99] 
• Potential cyc l ing 
[96] 
• Cold tal1s and 
freezing condit ions 
[94 ]  [ 1 02 ]  
• Freeze/thaw C) cles 
[ 1 00] [ 1 0 1 ] 
• Submerging G DL in 
l iquid solut ionsl-l4] 
• Acid treatment [2S ]  
[ 1 09] [ 1 1 0] 
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Fa u l t  Fault Detectioll Techlliques 
- Fuzz) logic [ I 1 7 ] 
Ga - Cel l  voltage osc i l lations [ l i S ]  
tarva/ioll - Wa elet anal ) sis [ 1 1 9] 
- M odel based [ 1 20 ]  
.. ing re lat i ve hum idity sensor [ 1 � 1 ]  
Falilt 





- Open ci rcuit voltage [ 1 22 ] ,  [ 1 23 ] .  [ 1 29] .  
[ 1 30] 
- M odel ba ed fault  d iagnosis [ 1 24 ] ,  [ 1 26 ] ,  
- Using Hydrogen 
[ 1 ' 7 ]  Pressure Control ler ( J lS ]  --
I n frared (! R) thermography [ 1 30 ]  
- Crossover Cun'ent [ 1 30 ]  
- M odel based faul t  d iagno is [27 ] ,  [�S ] .  
[ 1 24 ] ,  [ 1 26 ] ,  [ 1 27 ]  
- tat istical approach [17 ]  
Floodillg 
• Mon itoring cel l s  voltage at 
in let/outlet/center of stack [ l i S ] ,  [ 1 3 1 ]  
� Polarizat ion cur e [ 76 ]  
Ie E I  [ 76 ]  [ 1 42 ]  [ 1 43 ]  
Ie Pre sure drop & ce l l  resistance [ 1 32 ] .  NA 
[ 1 3 3 ]  
. Neura l  Networks [ 1 34 ] ,  [ 1 35 ]  
Dryillg � D; """ ,.,.clo, 'can, fonn [ 1 3  6] 
Fuzzy Logic [ 1 3 7 ]  
C e l l  voltage variance [ 1 39]  I- Us ing CUlTent spikes [ 1 40] 
HlIlllidijicatio 
i E I [ 1 44 ]  A 
11 
Power I - ModifYing the DC/DC Electrollics NA converter topology [ 1 45 ]  
Inter/ace - [ 1 5 1 ]  
Coolillg 
� Variable behavior analysis [ 3 ] ]  
M odel Based Fault Diagnosis [ 1 53 ]  - Using �-sJ nthesis l inear 
System Ie eura l  etworks [ 1  54] control ler [ 1 52 ]  
[eUsing G PM [ 1 55]  
- Variable behavior analysis [ 3 1 ]  
� M odel Based Fault Diagnosis [ 1 53 ] ,  
A ir SlIPP�)' [ 1 56]- [ J 5S ] .  - Using R B F  classifier 
System t eural Networks [ 1 54 J  [ 1 57 ]  - [ I SS ] ,  
Using G P M  [ 1 55 ] 
t- Wavelet Transfon11 [ 1 59 ]  
I. Variable  beha ior analysis [ 3 1 ]  
Hydrogell r Neural etworks [ 1 54 ]  N A  
SUPP�)' System � Using G P M  [ I S S ]  
� Wavelet Transform [ 1 59 ]  
Ie eural Networks [ 1 54 ]  A 
A ir Exhaust 




Fa u l t 
Sellsor 
SetworA 
Faull Detectioll Tech niques 
• eural et\\ orks [ 1 54 ]  
s ing G P M  [ 1 55 ]  
M odel Based Fau lt Diagnosis [ 1 57 ]  [ 1 58 ]  
[ 1 62 ] [ 1 63 ]  
• Principal  Component Anal) s is  [ 1 60] 




• Using RBF class ifier 
[ 1 57 ] - [ 1 58 ] . 
5 1  
a. A stands for not available 
onethele , the l11a1 l1 concern of this di sel1ation is testing the effects of 
evere c l imate condition of hot countries such as the UAE on the performance of 
PE 1 FC and the problems that such c l imate conditions can induce on a fuel cel l .  
L i t  rature rev iew has revealed the existence of many research work focu ing 
on the effect of cold tali or sub-freezing ambient temperature condition on the 
performance of PEMFCs such as in [ 1 64 ]  and [ 1 65 ] .  Conversely, only one work wa 
found experimental l y  inve t igating the effect of a 40 °C ambient temperature on 
PE�1 FCs [ 1 66 ] .  However, ambient temperatures in UAE and urrounding countries 
may rise up to -6 °C in the summer. L iterature ha no record of any research work 
i nvest igat ing the effects of uch high ambient temperature values on PEMFCs. Thu , 
in  thi v.ork, evolutionary algorithms were used to develop a mathematical model of a 
commercia l  PEMFC sy tem. As a next step, the developed model was used to conduct 
a complete thermal analysis of the system with a concentration on the effect of h igh 
ambient temperature alues of 40°C to 60°C on the performance of the system. 
Moreover. a common problem that can be faced when developing a model 
based faul t  d iagnosis scheme of a PEMFC system is the ab ence of system inforn1ation 
e sent ial for fau l t  diagnosis studies due to confidential i ty issues with the manufacturer, 
or due to absence of important system readings from the suppl ied data acquisition p lus 
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being unable to acce the y tem and add n or in fear of \'oiding the warranty, etc . 
fo soh e uch i sue a c mplete PEMFC system model wa developed using the LM 
A 1E im tool de\ eloped by i men . 
fter \ a l idating the developed PEMFC model using actual experimental data, 
1 E  im \\ as a lso Ll ed to simulate faults on the commercial fue l  cel l systems' 
model and then de\ elop a fault diagnosis scheme that can detect five system faults :  
drying of the membrane, flooding of the membrane, air leakage, hydrogen leakage in  
the upply manifold.  and cool ing system fai l ure . 
5 3  
C h a pter  3 :  M a t h e m at i ca l  M od e l  of  a P E M FC Stack 
The ba  i c  concept behi nd the operation of al l types of fuel cel l s  is  the 
com er'ion of the chemical energJ stored in the chemical bond between the atoms and 
the molecule of a cel1ain  fuel into electrical energy. The two PEM fuel cel l system 
under tud) use Hydrogen gas uppJ ied from Hydrogen canister as the anode fuel ,  
and atmo pheric Air  uppl ied by a blo\: er as the cathode fuel .  
A chematic diagram showing the different components of  a PEM fuel cel l  
y tem \\ as presented in  F igure 6 .  The cathode air fi l ter cleans the air entering the fuel 
cel l  and the blo\ver en ures that a ir  is suppl ied adequately into the fuel cel l stack at a 
con tant pressure . This a ir  then undergoes humid i fication before entering the cathode 
of the fuel cel l stack .  Hydrogen on the other hand is suppl ied by pressurized hydrogen 
cyl i nd I' t hrough a valve. The valve i cOlmected to a pressure regulator that maintains 
the Hydrogen supply to the anode of the fuel cel l tack at a constant pressure. The 
hydrogen and \vater coming out of the system are then c leaned before exit ing the 
ystem through the system's  exhaust. Moreover. the output voltage of the stack goes 
through a DCIDC inverter before reaching the system loads. 
3. 1 P E M  Fuel  Cell  Output  Voltage 
For a PEM fue l  ce l l  w ith the overal l  reaction of the fol lowing form with the 
output water in l iquid form : 
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( 3 . 1 ) 
it internal potential ( the \ollage acros the fuel c I I  electrode also kno\\l1 a the 
re\ er ible cel l  potential ) i g i\  en b) the fol lowing ernst Equation [3 ] named after the 
German c ienti t " Walther Hermann Nern -(' v,rho first formulated i t  in 1 889 [ 1 67 ] :  
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is the reference potential 
is  the Gas Constant ( 8 . 3 ] 43 J/[mol KJ ) 
is the fuel cel l temperature ( K )  
Faraday Constant (96487 C/mol )  
Pressure of Hydrogen ( aIm ) 
i s  Pressure of Oxygen (atm) 
( 3 . 2 )  
The reference potent ial EO. cell i s  a function o f  temperature and can be expresses 
as: 
( 3 . 3 ) 
where EO.cell 0 i s  the standard reference potential at the standard state of a ( 25 DC) 
temperature and ( 1  aIm ) pressure, and kE ( 8 .5  x l 0-4 V /K)  is an empi rical constant. 
Table 3 :  tandard Thelmodynamic Properties ( Enthalpy and Entropy ) 
Enthalpy, H (;�J Entropy, S (m;l J 
H20 ( l) - 285 .826 69.92 
H2 0 1 30.68 
02 0 205 . 1 4  
5 5  
To calculat Eo ce/l ° 'v\ e fir t need to  find the Gibb free energ) of the fuel cel l 
reaction at the tandard reference temperature and pre ure. The Gibb free energ) \\ as 
origina l l y  cal led the " a\ ai lable energy" v" hen it wa first deyeloped by the American 
mathematic ian " Josiah Willard Gibbs" in 1 873 [ 1 68 ]  [ 1 69] . For the overal l  reaction i n  
( 3 . 1 ) .  the Gibb energy i given by [ 1 ] :  
/:'G = /:,H - T /:,S 
\-\ here: H i s  the Enthalpy 
s is the Entropy 
( 3 .4 )  
B y  soh ing equation ( 3 .4 )  using the tandard thennodynamic properties of 
water. Hydrogen and Oxygen obtained from Table 3. we get the fol lowing: 
/:'G = (-285 ,826 _J - (0 + � . 0)) mol 2 
-298 K (69.92 -J- - ( 1 30.68-J- + � . 205 . 14�l K) ) mol K mol K 2 ma 
/:'G = -285,826 -J- - 298 K (- 163 .33 -J-) mol mol K 
/:'G = -237, 1 53 .66 ...Ll mo 
We can then calculate the standard reference potential as fol lows: 
-f::,G E 0 - -a,cel l - nF 
where n i s  the number of electrons per mole of fue l .  
J 
E 0 = 237, 1 53.66 � = 1 . 2 29 L = 1 . 2 29V a,ce l l 2 x 96 487- C , mol 
( 3 . 5 )  
( 3 .6 )  
( 3 . 7 )  
5 6  
3 . 2  P E M  F u e l  C e l l  Voltage D rop 
The output vol tage of the PE fu 1 cel l i s  Ie than the internal voltage Ecell 
devcloped in  ide the fuel cel l due to everal vol tag drop . namel . activation voltage 
dr p. ohmic \'ol tage dr p. and concentrat ion vol tage drop [ 1 ] . 
cti \ ation and oncentration voltage drops ( defined 1 11 the fol lowing 
ub ection ) occur at both the anode and the cathode. whi le  the ohmic voltage 10 s 
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Figure 7: Ideal and Actual Fuel Cell Voltage Current Characteri tics 
The total voltage drops of a fuel cel l ,  also known as the i rre ersible fuel cel l  
potential i s  given by: 
Virrev = Vact,cell + Vohm,ceLl + Vconc,cell ( 3 . 8 )  
where T 'aci cell . T 'ohm cell and Vco/lc,cell are the activation voltage drop. ohmic voltage drop. 
and concentrat ion oltage drop of a s ingle cel l  respectively. Thus. the output voltage 
of the fuel cel l is given by : 
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VCell = ECeli - Vact,cell - Vohm,cell - Vconc,Celi ( 3 . 9 )  
Moreon;r,  the output vol tage of a fuel cel l stack.  \\ ith S cel l s  in  the stack i given by: 
3.2 . 1  Activation Voltage D rop ( Vaet) 
(3 . 1 0) 
The activation \ ol tage losses are caLi ed b; s luggi h electrode kinetics. In both 
electrochemical and chemical reactions there is an activat ion energy that must be 
o\'ercome by the reacting pec ies. The activation los es are thus the re ult of complex 
urface electrochemical r action teps. Each step has its own reaction rate and 
activation energ) \\ hich controls the acti vation los es on the electrodes. However. i n  
the case of e lectrochemical reactions with Vaci > 50 m V - I 00  111 V.  the voltage drop 
dLie to the activat ion polarizat ion can be approximated by the Tafel equation below 
[2 ] : 




RT ( I )  
Vact ce l l  = - In - = T. [a + b I n ( 1) ] , emF 1 0  
i s  the electron transfer coefficient of the reaction. 
3. J 1 )  
i s  the number of electrons part ic ipating in  the reaction (2 e-/mol ) 
is the load current 
is the exchange current density 
The above equat ion can also be described as a sum of two voltage drops, Vacl! 
and T 'acl2 as fol lows [ 3 ] :  
Vact,cel l = 11 0 + (T - 298) . a + T. b I n ( 1) = Vactl + Vact2 ( 3 . 1 2 ) 
Vact l  = 11 0 + (T - 298) . a ( 3 . 1 3 ) 
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Vact2 = T. b I n ( ! )  ( 3 . 1 -+ )  
\\ hcrc ll0. a and b are empi rical con tant . 10reover. acl2 can al o be ex pres ed as [3 ] :  
Vact2 = Ract I = (Racto + RacC l + Ract2 ) f  ( 3 . 1 5 ) 
where: RatiO i an empirical constant .  
Roell is a current dependent polynomial 
is  Temperature dependent and i of the fom1 fJ (T - 298) where fJ is 
an empirical constant 
nother common expression for the activation voltage drop is [ 1 70 ] : 
( 3 . 1 6 ) 
"" here Sf are empi rical constants and CO2 is the Oxygen concentration at the 
electrode/membrane which can be defined by Henry ' law a fol lows [ 1 7 1 ] : 
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CO2 = ( 1 .97 X 1 0-7) P02 eT 
3.2.2 O h m ic Voltage D rop ( VO/III1 ) 
( 3 . 1 7 ) 
Ohmic losses occur because of the resi stance to the flow of ions in the 
e lectro lyte as wel l as the resistance to the flow of electrons through the electrode. The 
dominant ohmic losses through the e lectro lyte are usual ly reduced by decrea ing the 
electrode separation and enhancing the ionic conductiv i ty of the electro lyte. These 
ohmic losses are expressed as [2 ] : 
Vohm,cell = I Rohm ( 3 . 1 8 ) 
where Rohll1 i s  the total ce l l  resistance, and i t  contains electronic .  ionic and contact 
resi stances. Rohll1 can be expressed as fol lows: 
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Rohm = Relectronic + Rwnic + Rcontact ( 3 . 1 9 ) 
' loreover. since Roll/II i dependent on both the fuel cel l  temperature and the 
urrent it can al 0 be expre ed as: 
Rohm = RohmO + R Ohm1  + ROhm2 
\\ here : Rohlll() the con tant part of Roll/II 
Rohml of the form Y I 1 \", here Y I  ( O/A ) is an empirical constant 
( 3 .20) 
Rohlll'J is  of the form Y2 ( T  - 298)  where Y2 ( O/K) is an empirical constant 
3.2.3 Concentrat ion Voltage D rop ( VCOl/c ) 
Dming the reaction process, concentration gradients can be formed due to 111a s 
d iffusion from the gas flow channe ls  to the reaction sites (at the catalyst surfaces ) .  At 
high curr nt densities, ther wi l l  be slow transportat ion of reactants to the reaction sites 
which i the main rea on for concentration voltage drop [3 ] .  
\\. here: Cs 
Cs 
hI/nil 
RT ( C5 ) RT ( [ ) 
V I I = - - In - = - - ln l - --conc,ce nF CB nF i l t m lt 
i s  the smface concentration at the reaction sites. 
i s  the bulk concentration in  the gas channels 
i s  the fuel cel l current l imit  ( A )  
The equi alent re i stance for the concentration loss can therefore be defined as: 
R = V co nc.cell cone I 
The total power generated by the Fuel Cel l  is [ 1 72 ] :  
( 3 .2 1 ) 
( 3 .22 )  
( 3 .2 3 )  
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3.3 Thermody namic E nergy Balance 
The PE F generate heat energy v. hi le operati ng. This heat generation rate 
is due 10 the chemical reaction in ide th fuel cel l which in turn cause the fuel cel \ '  
temperature to  r i  e o r  fal l .  Thi net heat can be expressed as [3 ] :  
\\ here linet 
Cl net = Clchem - Clelec - Cl sens+ la tent - Cl loss 
is  the net heat energ in  ( 1 )  
lichem i the chemical energy in ( 1 )  
lielec is the electrical energy in  ( 1 )  
lisens+ latent the ensible and latent heat energy in  ( 1 )  
liloss the heat loss in ( J )  
( 3 .24 ) 
The heat released from the chemical reactions that occur i n  the fuel cel l is due to 
the change in the enthalp  (/}.}{), and thus, the chemical heat energy can be expressed 
a :  
Clchem = nHz ,consumedf'.H ( 3 . 2 5 )  
'v\ here nHz,consumed i the consumption rate o f  h drogen m ( molls ) .  The output 
electrical power on the other hand can be expres ed as: 
clelec = Vout . I ( 3 .26) 
The sensible heat i s  the heat energy released by a body that has a higher 
temperature than its sun·oundings. Whereas latent heat is  the heat energy that is  e i ther 
released or absorbed by a substance during a change in  state or phase [ 3 ] :  
6 1  
nH20,generated (T  - Troom) . (H20,1 + nH20,generated . H v  ( 3 .27 )  
Furthermor . the h at 10 is  mainly trans[elTed by air convect ion and thu can 
be expres ed as fol lo\� : 
where hcel/ i the convect ive heat transfer coefficient in C W/( m1K)) .  
X i s  the number of cel l s  in  the stack. 
Acel/ i s  the area of each cel l in  ( m2 ) .  
( 3 .28 )  
Final ly ,  the temperature of  the fuel ceIr s tack wi l l  rise or drop according to 
the net heat [ 3 ] :  
where: JfFC 
FC 
dT 1 . 
dt = C qnet MFC Fe 
is the mass of tbe fuel cel l '  stack ( 1 3  kg) 
i s  the overal l specific  heat capacity of the stack (_l -) . mol K 
( 3 .29)  
The PEMFC model i ng equation presented in  this chapter are very complex 
and contain many unknown parameters that need to be ident ified. Identifying those 
parameters analytica l ly  w i l l  be t ime consuming, mathematical ly  demanding, and 
almost impossible to achieve. Thus two famous e o lutionary algorithms (explained in 
the next Chapter). namely : Genetic Algorithms and Part ic le Swam1 Optimization wi l l  
be used i n  the parameter identi fication approach presented in  th is  work . 
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C h a p ter 4 :  E v o l utio n ary A l gorit h ms 
E\ ol utionary a lgorithms ( EA )  are genenc population-based meta-heuristic 
pt imization algorithm that u e mechanism in pi red by biological evolution to solve 
problem uch a : reproduction. mutation. recombination. natural selection and 
un ival  or the fitte t [ 1 73 ] .  
Candidate o lution to the optimization problem i n  an EA pIa the role of 
individual in a population, and the co t function ( also kn0\\11 a the fi tness function)  
determine the environment withi n  which the sol utions J ive. After repeated 
appl ication of the EA operators. the population evol es and eventual ly converges 
toward the o lut ion [ 1 73 ] .  
E \  o lutionary a lgorithm consistently perform wel l  i n  approximating solutions 
to a l l  types of problems becau e the do not make any assumption about the 
underlying fitne s l and cape; this general i ty is proven by successe in fields as diverse 
as art. socia l  sciences. engineering. economics, genet ics. chemistry. biolog . physics 
and robotics [ 1 73 ] .  
A fuel cel l  system i s  considered to be a very complex system that contains 
many phenomena i nteract ing with one another. such as chemical. electrical .  fluidic. 
themlal,  and mechanical phenomena. This complexity is  reflected on its complex 
mathematical model that inc ludes numerous unknown parameters needing to be 
identi fied .  The use of ana lytical techniques in  the identification process wi l l  be time 
con uming. mathematica l ly demanding, and almost impossible to achieve given the 
high number of parameters needing to be identified. Contrariwise. EAs are known to 
be excel lent at solv ing such problems in  a fast and rel iable approach that requires 
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minimal mathematical effort. Therefore the t\\'o famou EAs:  ( Genetic Algorithms and 
Parti Ie \\ ann Opt imization ) wi l l  be u ed 10 ident ify the parameters of the PE Fe 
model in this \\ rk . 
...  1 Genetic A lgori thm 
Genet ic A lgorithm have been developed by John Hol land. his col leagues and 
hi tudent at the University of Michigan in the 70s [ 1 74 ] .  The goals of their research 
have been : 
1 .  To abstract and rigorousl explain the adapt ive processes of natural systems. 
2 .  To design art i fic ia l  systems software that retains the impOJ1ant mechanism of  
natural ystems. 
Genet ic Algorithms ( GAs)  are search algorithms that mimic the mechanism of 
natural selection and natural  genetic . They combine surv i \'al of the fitte t among 
string tructures with a tructured yet randomized information exchange to form a 
search a lgorithm with some of the innovative flair of hwnan search. Genet ic 
19orithms are theoretical l y  and empirical l y  proven to provide robust search in 
complex space [ 1 73 ] .  
GAs differ from nonna] optimization and search procedures I II four ways 
[ 1 73 ] :  
1 .  GAs work with a coding of the parameter set. not the parameters themselves. 
2 .  GAs search from a population o f  points. not a single point .  
3 .  GAs use payoff (objective flmction) infoTI11ation. not derivative or other 
aux i l iary knowledge. 
4. GAs use probabi l ist ic transition rule , not determinist ic rules. 
cnetic I gori thm are compo ed of three main operators: 
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1 .  Reproducfion: is the proce s in  \,'h ich indiv idual tring are copied accord ing 
to their fi tn s funct ion'  val ue. 
2 .  ( 'ra sorer: is  the process in  which members of the newly reproduced strings 
in  the mating pool are mated at random. 
3 .  "Hufafiol 7: i s  the occa ional random alteration o f  the value o f  a string posit ion.  
The ind iv idual s in  the GAs population set should be coded as fin i te length 
string over ome finite alphabet. Trad itional ly ,  indiv iduals are represented in binary 
a' string of Os and 1 , but other encodings are also possible .  Each string in the 
population i kno\m as a chromosome. A typical chromosome may look l ike this :  
1 00 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 00 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 00 1 0  
The evolution usua l ly  starts from a population of randomly generated 
i ndividuals as depicted in the flowch3I1 of Figure 8. In each generation, the fitness of 
e\'ery individual in the population is evaluated according to a fi tness function. The 
fi tness function is problem dependent. It is  a measure of profit. ut i l i ty or goodness that 
needs to be maximized. 
Mult ip le i ndividuals are stochasti cal ly selected using a selection criteria from 
the current population ba ed on thei r  fi tness. and modi fied ( recombined and possibly 
randoml) mutated ) to fom1 a new population. This leads to the evolution of 
populations of individuals that are better sui ted to the environment than the individuals 
that they were created from, j ust as in natural selection. The new population i s  then 
used in the next iteration of the algorithm [ 1 73 ]  - [ 1 75 ] .  
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F igure 8 :  Genet ic algorithm flowchati 
6S 
The Roulette Wheel is the most commonl used selection cri teria i n  GAs. I t  
does not guarantee that the fi ttest member goes through to the next generat ion, but 
imply makes sure that i t  has a ery good chance of doing so [ 1 73 ] .  
I f  the populat ion' s total fi tness scores are represented by a pie chali or a roulette 
wheel as depicted in the example of F igure 9. then each i nd i  idual in the population i s  
a signed a s l ice of the wheel according to  i t s  fitness a i lle. The better i t s  fitness value. 
the larger its s l ice is. Thi s wheel is then spun to select chromosomes. 
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F igure 9 :  Ro\\ lett \\- heel 
G terminate w hen either a maximum number of generations is  produced, or 
\yhen a ati factory fitness level is  reached. I f  the algorithm temlinates due to a 
maximum number of generations. then a satisfactory solution may or may not have 
been reached [ 1 73 ]  - [ 1 75 ] .  
·t2 Pa rticle Swarm Opt imization 
Part ic le warm Optimization ( PSO ) is  another evolutionary computation 
a lgorithm. PSO wa found in 1 995 by Kennedy and Eberhart when they obser ed that 
some l iv ing creature such as flocks of b i rds. schools of fish. herds of animals. and 
colonies of bacteria, tend to perform swamling behavior. Such a corporat ive behavior 
has certain advantages i n  avoiding predators and increa ing the chance of finding food ; 
but it requires communication and coordinated decision making [ 1 76 ]  [ 1 77 ] .  
Therefore. Panic le  warm Optimization, j ust l ike any other evolutionary 
computation techniques. is a population-based search algorithm. It s imulates the 
behavior of bird flocking. When a group of bird are randomly searching for food in 
an area that ha only one piece of food, a l l  b irds have no idea where the food i . but 
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rather kno\\ h \y far th food i in ach i teration: and thu tend to fol lo\\ the bird that 
i nearc t to the food. imi larly, in P 0, each s ingle olution is a part icle ( bi rd )  i n  the 
search pace .  Al l  part ic les hm e fitne s values e\ aluated by the fitness function to be 
opt imized. and ha\ e veloci t ies which direct the flying of the particles .  The P 0 
algorithm i simple in concept. ea y to implement and computational ly effic ient [ 1 77 ] . 
The fol lowing step ummarize the P 0 algorithms [ 1 77 ] : 
1 .  I ni t ia l ize a popu lation of part ic1es with predefined or random posit ion x,( l )  
and velocit ies \',( 1 )  on a D dimensional space. Where the dim nsion D 
represents the number of parameters that needs to be identi fied by the 
algorithm . Therefore every part ic le position x, of the P 0 S'vvam1 \\ i l l  
consist of a row contain ing D parameters. 
2. Evaluate the fitness function (a lso known as the cost function) for each 
part ic le \vi th respect to the init ia l  D variables. This fitness function gives 
an indicat ion on the qual i ty of the part ic le .  The lower the fitness value of a 
part ic le the c loser it i s  to the opti mal solut ion. 
Compare the part ic les fitness values with pbest ( the personal best/lowest 
fi tness value a part ic le  has achieved so far) .  If current value is better. then 
update pbesl and set P, to equal the current posit ion x,. 
4.  Set  the part ic le with the best success so far and its fitness value to po i t ion 
G and fitness gbesl. 
5 .  Change the veloci t ies and posi tions of each part ic le according to the 
fol lowing two equations: 
\\ here i the part ic le '  i ndex numb r. 
k i s  the iterat ion number 
v, the \ eloc i ty of the i'" part ic le 
x, the po it ion of the i'h particle 
p, the personal best position of the i,h particle 
Gpso i the global best po ition of the swarm 
)'1 �' are random numbers on the interval [0 1 ]  
¢ is the inert ial weight function 
C J l are acceleration con tants 
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(4 . 1 ) 
6 .  Loop to step 2 unt i l  a sat isfactory fitness value or a maximum number of 
iterations i s  reached. 
The i nert ia l  weight ¢ in  the P O's  velocity equation decreases with every 
iteration according to the fol lowing function in order to minimize the effect of the 
pal1ic l e ' s  veloc i ty in the fi nal i terations whi le  i ncreas ing the effect of the global best 
part ic le :  
( 4 . 2 )  
where 1\', and \\1 are the i ni t ia l  and final i nert ial weights respect ively and NlI i s  
the i teration when the i nertial weight i s  supposed to  reach its final value. 
C h a pter 5 :  M odeling a n d  T h erm a J  A n a J y  o f  a P E M FC u ing E A  
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fuel cel l  y tem i considered to be a very complex ystem that is " ery 
d ifficult  model .  I I1ce it contai ns chemical ,  electricaL fluidic. thermal .  and 
mechanical phenomena that are inter-act ing with one another. everal studie were 
done on the ar a of PEMFC model ing and parameter ident ification. However. 
C\olutionary algorithms were only u ed in a few of those approaches. Qi et al. [ 1 78 ]  
l 1 79 ]  [ 1 80]  [ 1 8 1 ]  used adapt i \'e focusing part ic le SWa11l1 optimization (AFPSO ) based 
on the balanc characteri tic betv·;een global search and local search of PSO to 
opt imize the mechani m model parameters of a PEMFC ystem. Howe\·er. Hu et aT. 
[ 1 82 ]  [ 1 83 ]  u ed a neural networks ba ed on particle swarm opt imization (PSO) to 
model their PEMFC sy tem. 
In [ 1 84 ] .  Li et aT. represented their PEMFC system with a hybrid model that 
const i tuted of two sub-models :  a mechanism sub-model and a b lack box sub-model . 
fterwards they u ed PSO to opt im ize the adj ustable  parameters of the mechani sm 
ub-modeL whereas a non l inear autoregressive exogenous (NARX)  form extracted 
from a wavelet network b uti l iz ing experimental data was used to represent the black­
box sub-model .  
Chibante and Campos used PSO in  [ 1 85 ]  noted that the PEMFC model i s  
characterized by technological and empirical parameters that make it hard to  ident i fy 
a set of parameter that wi l l  provide preci se s imulation results in a wide range of 
operating points. Thus.  PSO was used to extract the correct parameter values of the 
fuel ce l l  system to min imize differences between experimental and s imulated results. 
Moreover, another work presented in [ 1 86 ]  used a modified part ic le swarm 
opt imization ( M PSO) to opt imize an electrochemical -based PEMFC mathematical 
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model \\ here the in  rt ial weight of the P 0 wa calculated according to the di stance 
bct\\ cen the part icl  and the global best o lution of the swarm. 
Furthermor in [ 1 87 ] ,  the proposed PEMFC parameter optimization approach 
pre_ cnted was ba ed on a h) brid P 0 in order to optimize their highly ensitive model 
parameter . Ho\.\ e\ r, it is convenient to mention here that mo t avai lable approaches 
are ca e dependent and cannot be general ized . 
evertheless, only four papers were found in  l iterature tackl ing PEMFC 
parameter ident ification using GAs. I n  [ 1 88 ]  and [ 1 89 ] .  the authors proposed a PEMFC 
model fom1U la  based on the derivat ive of PEMFC power with respect to cunent and 
u ed a basic GA to ident ify even unknown parameters in  the proposed formula. 
I n  [ 1 90 ]  however, the performance of different GA settings were evaluated 
again t their performance in identifying the parameters of the PEMFCs 
electrochemical model . The fi ndings of the paper suggest that despite the use of 
d ifferent settings, the different GAs tend to yield simi lar identi fication results. 
F inal ly. a hybrid GA was used in [ 1 9 1 ]  to ident ify the parameters of the 
PEMFC " s  steady state model .  The hybrid GA uti l izes niche technique and simplex 
search i n  order to solve the premature convergence problem in  GAs as wel l  as their 
weak local search capaci t ies. 
As previously di scussed in  Chapter 2,  most work invest igating the effect of 
ambient temperature on the performance of PEMFCs, focus on cold starts or sub­
freezing ambient temperature conditions on the performance measures of PEMFCs, 
\.\ h i le only one work experimental ly investigated the effect of a 40 DC ambient 
temperature on PEMFCs [ 1 66 ] . Moreover, - to the best of our knowledge - no work 
7 1  
wa done on exploring the efD cts of high ambient temperatures of abow 40 °C a i 
the ca e in  the nited Arab Emirate ( E )  and its urrounding countrie in the 
ummer. ,,, here temperatures can reach up to 56 °C.  
To"" PEMFC s) tems are avai lable at  the United rab Emirates niversity 
( E )  renev,;able en rgy laboratory ( the ElectraGen T\1 3 kW PEMFC y tem and 
the exaID 1 . 2 kW PE FC system) .  The e systems � ere provided to U EU by the 
Japan Cooperat ion Center, Petro leum (JC P) as part of a joint research col laboration 
between them . 
I n  this chapter. the parameter identi fication of the mathematical models  of the 
two PEMFC sy tems using both GA and PSO wi l l  be presented and compared 
fol lo\ved by model val idat ion of the obtained model ing parameters using actual 
experimental data. 
Furthermore, the exa ID 1 .2 kW PEMFC system' s  performance at d ifferent 
ambient temperature values is e a luated and analyzed with a concentration on 
temperatures bigher than 50°C as is the case in the UAE and its surrounding countries. 
5. 1 Model ing of the  E lectraGen nl 3 kW 
The E lectraGen ™ 3 kW PEMFC system shown in  Figure l O uses hydrogen 
gas suppl ied from pressurized hydrogen cyl inders as the anode fuel .  and atmospheric 
air suppl ied by a compressor and humidi fied through a bui l t - in humidity exchanger as 
the cathode fuel . The E lectraGen T'VI system is an outdoor air cooled system, and it is 
only operable at ambient temperatures ranging from -40°C to 50°C. It contains a total 
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of '"' 8  cel l and can produce up to 3 kW of unregulated D output power and has a 
rated \ ol tage of -+8  . 
F igure 1 0 : The E lectraGenn,t PEMFC stem and the 3 kW Load 
The module contains the E lectraGen ™ 3 kW Fuel Cel l stack with integrated 
microprocessor contro l ler and safety feature . a hydrogen pressure gauge give an 
indication of fue l  level and the 3kW load wh ich consists of 30 lamps, l OOW each (see 
F igure 1 0) .  The ystem is connected through data acquisition to a GUT  based on 
Lab V I E W  to monitor and log the d ifferent system variables ( stack current, tack 
voltage. external voltage, indi idual cel l  voltages, cabinet temperature, cathode air 
temperature, coolant temperature, exhaust temperature, and hydrogen pressure) .  The 
E lectraGen T\1  system i s  i nstal led outdoors and the experimental data sets col lected 
from the system were taken at extreme environmental conditions in the summer at 
noon \vith the ambient temperature ranging from 48°C to S2°e. 
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To find the reversible potential of the fuel cel l system under Shldy ( the 
E lectraGenf\1 3 kW S) tern ) \\ e ubst itute equation ( 3 .3 ) and ( 3 . 7 )  in equation ( 3 .2 )  
to obta in :  
\\ here: PHz 
POz 
maintained at 50 kPa ( 0 .4935 atm) by the regulator. 
maintained at 50 kPa (0 .493 5 atm )  by the air blower and the 
humidi fier. 
The E lectraGenTlI.f 3 kW fuel cel l  system contains 38 PEM cel l s :  therefore the stack 
reversible potential can be expressed as : 
Estack = 3 8  ( 1 . 229  - 8.5 x 10-4 (T - 298) + 4 .3085 x 1 0-STln(PHz P8;5 )) ( 5 . 2 )  
I n  order t o  model the vol tage drops o r  the i lTe ersible potential o f  the system 
it was neces ary to plot the respect ive voltage-current relationship of an experimental 
data et from the E lectraGen ™ 3 k W fuel cel l  system as seen in F igure 1 1 . 
F rom F igure 7. we can deduce that at low current values. the voltage drop seen 
in F igure 1 1  is mainly due to activation polarization, whereas at high CUlTent values. 
the concentrat ion polarization dominates the fuel cel l  system ' s  voltage drops. 
Moreover, the somewhat l inear voltage drop in  the middle of the graph is mainly due 
to ohmic ( resistances)  po larizat ion.  
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F igure 1 1 : Experimental E lectraGen H.I 3 kW fuel cel l system Voltage Current 
Characteristic 
The maXlmum current as per the E lectraGen ™ 3 kW fuel cel l  system 
peci ficat ions is g iven to be 250 A. Hence \ve can find the celr s concentrat ion voltage 
drop from equation ( 3 . 2 1 ) to be: 
V - - - In 1 - -
RT ( I ) conc,Cel / - 2 F  2 50 
= -4.3085 x 10-5r  In ( 1 _ _  I )2 50 
Moreover, the total concentrat ion voltage drop of the stack can be expressed as : 
Vconc = (38) (-4.3085 x 1 0 - 5) r In ( 1 - 2�0) 
-3 ( I ) Vconc = - 1 .6372 x 1 0  r In 1 - 2 50 
( 5 . 3 ) 
( 5 .4 ) 
Rconc = - 1 .6372  X 1 0-3  � In ( 1  - -'-) , 250 
7 5  
( 5 . 5 )  
T o  model the activation and ohmic voltage drop , v,:e first plotted them from 
the experim ntal data tream \\ ith respect to current and fitted the plot i nto a 7lh degree 
pol) nomial a depicted in Figure 1 2 . The activation and ohmic voltage drop in F igure 
1 2  \\ er calculated as fol lows : 
Vact + Vohm = Estack - Vout - Vconc ( 5 .6)  
\\ bere : E,lad. is calculated u ing ( 5 .2 )  for the given current and Temperature values 
2: 
E 




of the experimental data stream. 
VOUl is actual tack output voltage from the experimental data stream 
V cone i s  calculated using ( 5 .4 )  for the given current and Temperature values 
of the experimental data tream. 
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F igure 1 2 : Vact and Vohm versus Current Characteristics of the � 
ElectraGenTM 3kW fue l  cel l system 
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rhe � 'uCI T 'ohm re ult ing plot of F igure 1 2  v,:a best fitted into the fol lov;ing 7th 
order poly nomial : 
Vact + Vohm == 5 . 2 8 1 8  X 1 0 - 1 3 /7 - 3.5849 X 1 0- 1 0  ,6 + 9.884 1  x 
1 0 -8 15 - 1 .42 1 2  X 1 0 - 5  /4 + 0.0 0 1 1 3 5 5  J 3  _ 
0.049 3 0 3  /2 + 1 .0802 I + 6. 1 608 ( 5 . 7 )  
And since the l i near vol tage drop in the middle of  the plot i mainly due to 
ohmic vol tage drop. this part wa fitted into a l i near polynomial after plotting ( VUCI --r 
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Figure 1 3 :  ( Va t and V ohm)/! versus Current Characteristics of the 
E lectraGenT 1 3 kW fuel cel l  system 
Thus. from Figure 1 3 , the ohmic voltage drop of the E lectraGen 
T1'.1 fuel cel l 
system was in i t ia l ly  modeled to be approximately:  
Vohm == - 0. 0 0 1 7 0 4 8 ) 2  + 0 . 3 5 8 6 7  I ( 5 . 8 )  
ote that both equat ions ( 5 . 7) and ( 5 . 8 )  ignore the fuel cel l ' s  temperature effect 
on both the activation voltage drop and the ohmic voltage drop. Thus those current 
dependent polynomials were used as in it ial value input to a GA and a P 0 in order to 
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find the ptl l11Um y tern parameter that be t de cribe the E lectraGen T\1 fuel cel l 
) tem under tud) . 
5. 1 . 1  M odel ing u i ng  GA 
Th ElectraGen f \ 1  fuel cel l y tem model i optimized usmg Genetic 
Algorithm \\ h i le incorporat ing the temperature effect on both the activation and 
ohmic \'oltage drop equations. The voltage model of the PEMFC system has 1 3  
di 1Ierent parameter that need to be identi fied. The parameters of the GA used in the 
ident ification proce s are given in Table <+ and the fitness function was set to be the 
RM of the error b t\,"een the original tack output voltage and the model ' s  stack 
output voltage. 
GAfi tness function = ( Vou t,actual - Vout,GA) RMS 
Table 4 :  G Parameters 
Population lze 1 00 
Cros over fraction 0 .8  
1 igration fraction 0 . 1 5  
Maximum number of generations 3000 
Cre sover function Scattered 
Mutation function Gaussian 
Selection function Ro\ lett wheel 
( 5 .9) 
The GA converged at a fitness value equal to ( 0 .397 1 V )  in  around 350  
generations and a convergence time of 77 s .  The current profi le  of  the mode l ing data 
set is presented in F igure 1 4 . F igure 1 5  on the other hand shows the convergence plot 
of the GA towards the optimal model whereas Table 5 summarizes the resultant 
78 
parameter of the E lectraGen I \1 fuel cel l ) tem model .  Final ly F igure 1 6  compare 
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F igure 1 4 : Cur rent profile  of the E lectaGen ™ model ing data set 
GA Con\€rgance Plot of E lectraGen 1M 
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Figure 1 5 : Genetic a lgorit luns convergence p lot for the ElectraGen ™ 
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Figure 1 6 : S imulation versus Experimental voltage of the E lectraGen™ 
system 
5. 1 .2 G A  Model Val idat ion 
The obtained model of  Table 5 was val idated using two experimental data sets. 
The experimental cunent and temperature values were used as i nput to the 
80 
mathematical  m del and the model wa able to ucce sfull::  predict the output \ oltage 
of the fuel c I I  y tem .  The RM \ al ue of the errors between the experimental results 
and the simulation re ult are : ( 0 .6309 V) for the fi r t val idation example and (0 .4686 
) ror the econd validat ion example. 
The load cutTent of the fi r t val idation example i s  presented in  Figure 1 7. 
\\ herea a compari on between its experimental tack voltage and the result ing stack 
\ oltage of the GA obtained simulation model is presented in F igure 1 8 . imi larly. 
F igures 1 9  and 20 r present the load current of the second validation example. and a 
compari son between the experimental  and simulation results of the second val idation 
example respect ively.  
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Figure 20 :  imulation versus Experimental voltage of the second 
ElectraGen T1\1 val idation example 
5. 1 .3 M odel ing using PSO 
82 
I n  this ection, PSO is  used to optimize the mathematical model of the 
E lectaGen T"l vstem to incorporate the temperature effect on both the acti vation and 
ohmic yoltage drop equations. The parameters of the PSO used in the identification 
process are gi en in Table 6 and the fi tnes function was also set to be the RM of the 
error betvveen the original stack output voltage and the model ' s  stack output voltage : 
PSOfi tness function = (Vout,actual - Vou t,GA) RMS ( 5 . 1 0) 
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Table 6 :  P 0 Parameter 
I umber of Part ic le  1 00 
('I and c' 2 
1aximum pal1 ic le \ e locity ( "mOl:) 20 
11 ' /  0.9 
H'r 0.2 
,\", 1 000 
Choo ing the right PSO parameters can be tricky since there is  no systematic 
way to find the correct set of parameters that would work best with your pecific 
optimization problem. Therefore, one should start with the default parameters and then 
use trial and error to try and identify the best PSO parameters for the problem i n  hand. 
In thi s  parameter ident i ficat ion problem. trial and error was uti l i zed to find the 
optimal "max value that would help in solving the identification problem. Choosing 
small values of 1 'mox wa found to l imit  the search space and resul t  in a very slow 
convergence rate. On the other hand, very large values of )'mox wi l l  cause the part ic le 
to j ump 0 er the opt imal sol ution and probably miss i t .  After numerous attempts. a 
)'mux of 20 was found to be optimal for this parameter ident ification problem . 
The same model ing data set used in the GA sect ion was used to develop the 
P 0 model .  The PSO converged at a fi tness value equal to ( 0 .3459 V )  in around 650 
generations and a convergence t ime of 52  s .  Figure 2 1  shows the convergence plot of 
the PSO towards the optimal model whereas Table  7 sununarizes the resultant 
parameters of the E lectraGen
T 1 fuel cel l system mode l .  Figure 22 on the other hand 
compares the model ' s  output voltage to the experimental output ol tage. 
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Figure 2 1 :  PSO convergence plot for the E lectraGen ™ 
Table 7 :  P 0 Model Parameter Values of the E lectraGen H.! fuel cel l  system 
'10 6 .7959 
a 0.009 1 896 
Roclo 0. 749496 
Rocll 
5 .2876x l O- 1 3 r - 3 .5835  x 1 0- I O  P 9.8858 x l O-8 [ ... - 1 .4227x l O-5 [3 + 
0.00 1 1 3495 ]2 - 0.047552 1 
RoC/:! 0.00 1 508 1 ( T - 298) 
Rohmo 0 .322 1 6  
Rohml - 0.00 1 3 827  1 
Rollm:! - 0.002 1 1 3 8 ( T  - 298)  
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Figure 22 :  imulation ersus Experimental vol tage of the ElectraGen™ system 
S. l A  PSO Model  Val idation 
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The obtained model of Table 7 'V\ a \'a l idated using the same experimental data 
sets u ed in the GA val idation section_ The experimental cunent and temperature 
values \\"ere used as i nput to the mathematical model and the model was able to 
successful l y  predict the output voltage of the fuel cel l system_ The RM S  values of the 
errors between the experimental results and the s imulation results are : ( 0 .4944 V) for 
the first val i dation example and (0 .4657 V )  for the second val idation example_ 
A compari on bet\ een the experimental stack voltage and the resulting stack 
voltage obtained through the PSO model for the first al idation example is presented 
in F igure 23 _  whereas a comparison b tween the experimental stack voltage and the 
86 
result ing tack \ oltage btained through the P 0 model for the econd yal idation 
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F igure 24: imulation versus Experimental voltage of the second 
ElectraGen ™ ali dation example 
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ote there ar ome \ ariations in  the re ult of the E lectraGen T\\ y tem' 
experimental data \\ hen c mpared to the imulated data in  Figure 1 6. 1 8 . 20, 22. 23 
and 24. Thi can be attributed to the fact that the ElectraGen P-l system \-vas long used 
prior to in tal lation at E . thus its performance mea ures are not perfect and it is  
ob\ iou from i t  experimental data set that it is  undergoing some aging effects. 
Furthermore, if we look at the sample experimental polarization curve of the system 
gi \'en in Figure 1 1 . i t  is noted that the polarization curve is not constant at simi lar 
current den i t ie due to aging. Moreover. the identi fied model predicts an average 
performance of the system and the RMS value is the measure that is considered to 
pw\'e the val idity of the mode l .  
5.2  M odel ing of the  Nexa® 1 .2 kW 
The exa:1r 1 .2kW PEMFC train ing system shown in Figure 25 uses hydrogen 
ga suppl ied from pressurized hydrogen cyl inders as the anode fuel ,  and atmospheric 
ai r suppl ied by a compressor and humidified through a bui l t- in humidity exchanger as 
the cathode fueL The exa sy tem is an indoor air cooled sy tem. and it is  only 
operable  at ambient temperatures ranging from 1 5°C to 40°C . I t  contains a total of 47 
ce l ls  and can produce up to 1 .2kW of unregulated DC output power and has a rated 
current of 65A. I t  output voltage level ranges from 35V at  no load to around 20V at 
ful l  load, 
Figure 2 5 :  The exa l . 2k W PEMFC training sy tem under study 
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The module contain th 1 .2 kW exa® Fuel Ce l l  stack with integrated 
microproce sor control ler and safety features. A l l  gas and electrical connection are 
accessed y ia  quick connects on the front panel .  A hydrogen pressure gauge gives an 
indication of fuel level and an i ntegrated hydrogen flow meter al lows accurate 
detem1 inat ion of fuel consumption and effic iency. Other components such as air 
compres or. coo l ing fan, humidity exchanger. purge valve and microprocessor 
control ler are also integrated and bui l t  into the stack .  The Module also i nc l udes an 
e lectronic load and a data acquisition system that records several system parameters, 
uch as: output stack voltage, output stack current stack temperature. load current. 
hydrogen pressure. ambient temperature. and hydrogen flow. 
Several experiments were conducted on the system using different variable 
load current profiles through the system' s  electronic load for the ident ification and 
89 
\ al idation proce . Th tack voltage and tack temperature re pon es of the system 
toward tho e different load current profi les \A- ere recorded. 
A in  the E lectraGen I tv! model ing section, to find the reversible potential of the 
'\Je�a R )- tem. ( 5 . 1 )  \\- a used with an oxygen partial pressure of 0. 1 atm and a 
h) dr gen partial  pre sure of 0 .3  atm.  And ince the exaE system has 47 cel J in  its 
ta k,  thu the tack \'o ltage was then calculated to be : 
Estack = 4 7  x Ecell ( 5 . 1 1 )  
The maximum CUlTent a per the NexaID PEMFC system pecifications i s  
given to  be  75 A.  Hence we can find the  ceJr s concentration voltage drop from 
equation (3 .- 1 )  to be : 
_ RT ( I ) _ - 5  ( I ) Vconc cell - - - In 1 - - - -4.3085 x 1 0  T in 1 - -, 2F 7 5  75  ( 5 . 1 2 )  
10reo\'er, the total concentrat ion voltage drop of the stack can be expressed a : 
Yconc = (47) (-4.3085 x 1 0 - 5) T In ( 1 - ;5) 
Yc01lC = - 2.024995 X 1 0-3 T In ( 1 - ;5) ( 5 . 1 3 )  
To model the activation and ohmic  voltage drops, they were first plotted from 
the experimental data set using ( 5 .6) with respect to current and then fitted i nto the 
fol lowing 7th degree polynomial as depicted in  Figure 26:  
Vact + Vohm == 6. 8 1 1 X 1 0- 1 1 [ 7 - 1 . 7 2 9 5  X 1 0 - 8 [ 6  + 1 . 8 0 1 3  x 1 0-6 [ 5 -
9.9475 x 1 0 - 5  [ 4 + 0.003 1 64 5  1 3  - 0.06 0 1 63 [ 2 + 
0.762 1 1 [ + 2 5 . 54 ( 5 . 1 4 )  
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35 :' 
Polynomial F itting of Activation and Ohmic Voltage Drops 
> V actV ohm = 6 8 1 1 e- 1 1 · ,7 - 1 7295e-08" ,6 + 1 801 3e-06·,5 _ 
en a. 
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Figure 26:  Vact and V ohm versus Current Characteristics of the N exa® 1 .2k  W fuel cel l 
ystem 
The l i near part in the middle of Figure 26 was divided by the current and fitted 
into a l i near l i ne to resemble the resistance of the ohmic voltage drop, The result ing 
l i near l i ne best fi t  i s  given bel low: 
R o h m == - 0 .0 28488 I + 1 .9249 ( 5 . 1 5 )  
Again, i n  order to reflect the temperature effect on both the activation voltage 
drop and the ohmic voltage drop, GA and PSO wi l l  be used to optimize the model .  
S.2 . 1 M odel ing us ing G A  
The exaID fuel ce l l  system model was optimized USl l1g a GA with the 
parameters of Table 4 and the fitness function in ( 5 ,9 ) . The GA converged at a fitness 
value equal to (0 .6220 V )  in around 250 generat ions and a con ergence time of 55 s .  
The current profile  of  the model ing data set is  presented in Figure 27.  Figure 28 on the 
other hand shows the convergence plot of the GA towards the optimal model whereas 
Table 8 summarizes the resultant parameters of the Nexa® fuel cel l system model .  
9 1  
Final ly  Fi gur 2 9  compare the mode l ' s  output yo] tage to the experim ntal output 
\ I tage. 
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F igure 29 :  Simulation versus Experimental voltage of the Nexa® system 
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5.2 .2  G A  M odel Val idation 
The obtained model of Table 8 v;as val idated u ing two experimental data sets .  
The experimental current and temperature values wer used a input to the 
mathematical model and the model wa able to ucces ful l ,  predict the output voltage 
of the fuel cel l sy tem. The RM values of the etTors between the experimental results 
and the imulation re ult ar : ( 0 .6265 V )  for the fi rst val idation example and (0 . 8273 
) [or the econd val idation example. 
The I ad cutTent of the first val idation example is  presented in Figur 30. 
\\ h rea a compari on between its experimental tack voltage and the result ing stack 
voltage of the G obtained simulation model is pre ented in  Figure 3 1 .  S imi larly. 
F igure 32  and 3 3  represent the load current of the second val idation example, and a 
compari son between the experimental and simulation results of the second val idation 
example respectivel ) . 
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Figure 3 3 :  S imulation ver u s  Experimental voltage o f  the second Nexa 
val idat ion example 
5.2.3 Model ing using PSO 
95 
In this section, a P 0 with the parameters of Table 6 is used to optimize the 
mathemat ical model of the exa® system using the fitness function in ( 5 . 1 0) .  
The same model ing data e t  used in the GA section was used to  develop the 
P 0 mode l .  The P 0 converged at a fitness value equal to ( 0 .4 1 54 V) in around 2000 
generations and a convergence t ime of 1 60 s .  Figure 34 shows the convergence plot of 
the PSO towards tbe opt imal model whereas Table 9 summarizes the resul tant 
parameters ofthe Nexa® fuel cel l system model .  F igure 3 5  on tbe other hand compares 
the mode l ' s  output voltage to the experimental output voltage. 
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Figure 34 :  PSO con ergence plot for the Nexa'ID 
Table 9 :  PSO Model Parameter Values of the exa® fuel cell system 
'10 25 . 5 592 
a - 0. 1 6 1  
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F igure 3 5 :  imulation versus Experimental voltage o f  the Nexa'EI system 
S.2A PSO M odel Val idation 
97 
The obtained model ofT able 9 was val idated using the same experimental data 
sets used in the GA val idation section. The experimental current and temperature 
values were used as input to the mathematical model and the model was able to 
successfu l l y  predict the output vol tage of the fuel cel l system. The RMS values of the 
errors between the experimental results and the simulation results are : (0 . 502 1  V )  for 
the fi r  t \ al idation example and ( 0 .4734 V )  for the second val idation example. 
A comparison between the experimental stack voltage and the result ing stack 
voltage obtai ned through the PSO model for the first validation example is  presented 
in F igure 36.  , here as a comparison between the experimental stack voltage and the 
98 
result ing ta k \ oltage obtained through the P 0 mod I for the second val idation 
example is pre ented in Figure 37 .  
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Figure 3 7 :  imulation versus Experimental voltage of the second exa® 
val idation example 
5.3 ompa ri on behHen G and P 0 
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The summary f re ult pre ented in Table 1 0  comparing the RM of the error 
betwe n the obtained mathematical model results and the actual experimental results 
c learly hows that P 0 leads to much better parameter identification results \vhen 
compared to G . Thi was also proven in  several works such a [ 1 92 ]  and [ 1 93 ] .  in 
\", hich P 0 wa also found to outperforms other EA in temlS of success rate, solution 
qua l i ty and processing time. Moreover. the simpl icit  of the P 0 algorithm makes it 
much faster in tern1 of t ime per i teration when compared to GAs. For i n  tance. in  this 
PE l FC paramet r ident ification probl m. the t ime per iteration for GAs is around 
0.22 whereas it i s  only 0.08 s in  PSO. This usual ly  re ults in  a faster convergence 
t ime in P 0 when compared to G s. 
Table 1 0 : ummary of  GA and PSO model i ng and val idation results 
E lectraGen T�1 S stem exa® System 
GA P 0 GA P 0 
RM of Model ing Data Set ( V) 0 .397 1 0.3459 0.6620 0..+ 1 54 
RMS of Val idation et # 1 ( V )  0 .6309 0.4944 0.6265 0 .502 1 
RMS of Val idation et # 2 ( V )  0.4686 0 .465 7 0 .8273 0.4734 
SA The effect of Am bient  Tem perature on the Nexa® 1 .2 kW System 
The UAE has been exploring several renewable and green technologies to help 
reduce the increasing pol l ution rates. However. i ts coarse c l imate might impose some 
l im i tations towards the types of green technologies that can be effectively deployed in  
the region. Therefore in  this section. the themlal model of the exa® system wi l l  be 
developed� and the developed model w i l l  then be used to analyze the effect of the 
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e\ rc c l imate cond it ion of the E on th performan e of the system to eyal uate it 
operati nal compat ib i l i ty with the region . P 0 \\ i l l  be u ed in the thermal model 
ident i ficati 11 ince it v.. as proyen to outperform G 
5 .... . 1 Thermal model ident ification of the Nexa® 1 .2 kW using PSO 
To de\ elop the exa;:&' thennal model .  the sen ibi l it and latent heat given in 
C '  .27) i s  reformulated in the fol lowing form : 
\\ here: KJ = NH out ' CH + No out ' Co 2, 2 2, 2 
K_, ] N C = H20,generated ' H20,1 
K, ] N H - = H 20,generated ' V 
( 5 . 1 6 ) 
I n  MA TLAB, a 4th order RWlge-Kutta representation of (3 .29) with the five 
unknov,n parameters ceFe. hcell. KJ. K], K3 ) was used for parameter identi fication u i ng 
P 0 with the parameters of Table 6 .  The fitness funct ion used in the ident ification of 
the thermal model was set to be the RMS of the error between the actual and the 
s imulated stack temperature results as fol lows: 
PSOFitness Function = (Tstack.actual - Tstack.PSO ) RMS ( 5 . 1 7) 
During experimentat ions with the Nexa® system, i t  was noticed that when a 
step load current i s  appl ied to the system with long time interval s, the value of the 
stack temperature wi l l  r ise ( drop )  with the r ise ( drop)  of the load current unti l  i t  reaches 
a current dependent aturation point. Therefore for every current alue.  the stack 
temperature w i l l  rise or drop to reach a fixed temperature saturation point 
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correspond ing to that current \ alue and \\ i l l  not r i  e or drop from that value as long a 
the current i con tant. Therefore. a aturat ion element ( T�/ack sat )  � as added to the 
thermal model in order to represent the temperature dependent saturat ion. Thus. the 
PE�1FC temperature \V a et to aturate according to the fol lowing current dependent 
aturat ion point :  
( 5 . 1 8) 
Thi adds two add it ional parameters (A and B) to the number of parameters 
that are to be i denti fied by the P 0 algori tlU11 . Therefore in totaL there are seven 
parameters to be identi fied by PSO for the exa® s tem's  thermal model .  
I n  the experimental data set used for identi fication with the current and voltage 
profi les sho\\1  i n  F igure 27 and 3 5  respect ively, the ambient temperature value 
recorded at the t ime of the experiment was 22 .5°C.  The PSO was then used to identify 
the thennal model parameters i n  \\"h ich it converged at an RMS fitness value of (0 .802 
K )  and the result ing thermal parameters are given in Table 1 1 . F igure 3 8a compares 
the ystem' s experimental temperature response with the simulation results of the PSO 
obtained model and F igure 3 8b shows a zoomed close up version of the triangulated 
part in F igure 3 8a to show that the change in temperature was not abrupt as it seems 
from the graph of F igure 3 8a. but in fact it actual ly took this change almost 1 000 to 
occur. ote that the temperature profile  in  this almost 1 0  hour experimental data set 
used for identification shows a di fferent temperature saturat ion point at different load 
current values which proves why the addition of ( 5 . 1 8 ) was essential to improve the 
ident ificat ion process for th is PEMFC system. 
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F igure 3 8 :  a) .  The actual temperature response of the system versus the simulation 
results of the PSO ident ified model b) . A zoomed close up on the graph to show that 
the temperature change was not abrupt 
Table 1 1 : P obtained thermal model parameter 
C/c' 1 87 .3985  
h 4.226 1 
K, 3 . 1 407 
K} 0.08275 
;':3 22.3967 
A 0 .389 1 
B 3 1 2 . 705 
5A.2 Therma l  model val idation 
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The exa® ystem ' s PSO developed voltage model of Table 9 and themlal 
model of Table 1 1  were constructed in MA TLAB/S 1MULIN K  as depicted in F igure 
39 .  The 1 M U L  K model was then val idated using the two experimental data sets 
with the load cunent profi les of F igures 30 and 32 .  In the val idation process. the 
1 M  L K model i only fed with the load cutTent profile and the ambient 
temperature value recorded at the t ime of the actual experiment. The model then is 
able to predict both the voltage and stack temperature performances of the s stem. 
104 
Gam" 
F igure 39 :  The MATLAB/S IM U LINK constructed dynamic model of the exa,g, 
1 .2kW ystem 
In the fir t val idation example of Figure 30, the ambient temperature value 
recorded at the actual t ime of the experiment was 22 .5°C.  Therefore. the current profi le 
of  F igure 30 and the 22 .5°C ambient temperature value were used as input values to 
the I 1 U L  K model i n  order to calculate the voltage and thermal performances of 
the ident ified model and compare them to the actual experimental perfonnances of the 
system. The compari son i s  depicted in  Figures 36  and 40. Note that the model was able 
accurately to predict and match the system' s  voltage and thermal performances. To get 
a c lo er measure on the accuracy of the model ' s  prediction, the RM of the errors 
behveen the actual system' s  performances and the simulation performances calculated 
b) the S I M U L IN K  model was calculated. The RMS of the error between the actual 
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Figure 40: a ) .  S imulation versus experimental temperature responses of the first 
val idation example b ) .  A zoomed close up on the graph to show that the temperature 
change was not abrupt 
I n  the second validation example, the CUITent input to the system was given in 
Figure 32 and the ambient temperature a lue recorded at the actual t ime of the 
experiment was 1 9°C.  Using the cun-ent profile of F igure 32 and the 1 9°C ambient 
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temperature \ alue a input to the 1 M  LI K modeL the voltage and themlal 
performance \\ re calcu lated , The compari ons betv" een the results of the identified 
model in  I 1 L INK and the actual s stem 's  experi mental performances are depicted 
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A do er mea ure on the accuracy of the model ' s  prediction was obtained by 
calculat ing the RM 0 f the error between the actual y tem '  s perfom1ance and the 
imulation performances calculated by the S IMULI K model . The RM of the error 
bdween the actual thermal performance and the imulation thermal re ults was found 
to be ( 0 .92 K) for the econd val idation example. Table 1 2  summarizes the sy tem 
identi fication and val idat ion result . 
Table 1 2 : unmmry o[ the Nexa ident i fication and val idat ion results 
Voltage Response RAlS Temperature Response RAfS 
( V) ( K )  
l ode l i ng data et 0.4 1 0. 802 
Model Val idation # 1 0 .50 0 .57  
Model Val idation # 2 0.47 0 .92 
The flowchart of F igure 42 summarizes the steps of the proposed parameter 
identification approach using EAs presented in this chapter. Note that al though the 
PEMFC model ing formulas used in  this chapter differ from the common formulas 
uti l i zed i n  l iterature; these formulas are advantageous for commerc ia l  systems for two 
rea ons: 
1 .  They require min imal experimental data and mini mal knowledge of the 
system' s  physical parameters. 
2 .  I nit ial  condit ions can be  easi ly  derived for the model through basic fitting 
since these fonTIu las contain  pol nomials. The use of ini t ia l  conditions 
helps in guiding the EA result ing in  a very fast convergence rate. 
Obtain Experimental data 
Calcu late Eslad, and Veo"e 
Plot (Vael + Vohm = E'tack - VOUI - V cone) s. 
I then fit the plot into a po lynomial 
Dev ide (Vael + Vohm) and fit the m iddle 
l inear port ion into a l inear l ine 
U e polynomial  and l i near l ine as an 
in it ial  condit ion to your EA of choice 
Choose appropriate EA sett ings and run the 
s imu lation to ident ify oltage model parameters 
V a l i date Model 
No 
,..-_______ -< Need them1al 
l nrif'l?  
Yes 
Conduct long t ime e periments to check 
for the avai lab i l  ity of current dependent 
saturation points in T"ack 
No 
Add (Tslack_sat = A I + B )  to the thermal 
model need ing parameter ident ificat ion 
I dentify parameters using E A  of choice 
val idation and thermal studies 
End 
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Figure 42: F lowchart of the proposed parameter identification approach usi ng EAs 
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5.4.3 Tem perat u re Ana ly of the exa® 1 .2 kW P E M FC Sy tern 
In order to analy ze the ffect of di fferent ambient temperatures on the exa lt 
1 . 2 k W ),stem. the r L K model wa ut i l i zed ince it \.\'a d ifficult to do actual 
experiment at uch h igh ambient temperature \'a lues . nd ince the obtain d mod 1 
i s  \ al id  and can accurately predict the system' s performance. it wa used to analyze 
the ) tem' behavior. The IM L IN K  model wa fed with the l inear current shown 
in Figure .+3 .  The ambient temperature was changed into six different values: O°e , 
1 0° . 25°C, 40°C. 50°C and 60°C in  order to test the system' s performance toward 
thi l i near load current at the d ifferent ambient temperature values. Figures 44 and 45 
ho\'" the ystem'  s temperature responses and polarizat ion curves at the different 
ambi 111 temperature value respecti e ly when fed with the l i near current input of 
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F igure 43 :  The l inear load current input to the I MU L IN K  model for ambient 
temperature effect analysis 
The effect of ambient temperature on the stack's temperature of the Nexa 1 2k.W system 
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Figure 44: The temperature respon es of the exa® 1 .2kW PEMFC system at 
d ifferent ambient temperature values 
The effect of ambient temperature on the polarization cun.e of the Nexa 1 2k.W system 
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Figure 45 : The polarizat ion curves of the exa 1 .2kW PEMFC system at d ifferent 
ambient temperature values 
From ( 5 . 1 8 ) and the PSO obtained parameters presented in Table 1 L it can be 
deduced that the exa® ystem' s  max imum al lowable stack temperature value at OA 
current is 39 .6°C ( 3 1 2 .7  K) .  Therefore when the ambient temperature is .. +ooC.  the 
1 1 1  
j 'exa R '  cool ing ystem!compre or ha to start \\ orking rapidly right away on tartup 
in order to drop the tack'  temperature to 39 .6°e immediately or else the sy tern wi l l  
fai l  to  -tart. nd this w a  actua l ly  proven experimental ly in  [ 1 66]  in which their exa:g 
PE i Fe y stem fai led to tal1 several times at an ambient temperature of 40oe . 
imi larl ) . this prO\ e that it \\ ould be nearl impossible for the exa® 1 .2kW PEMFC 
) tem to operate over a -lOoe ambient temperature which is  the c 1 imate ' s  condition in 
the nited Arab Emirates and other urrounding countries. Figure 44 also sho\vs that 
if for ome rea on the exa-K y tern managed to start up at "W°c, 50°C or 60°C , then 
the tack t mperature would be at aturat ion level at al l  cun-ent values which indicates 
that the compressor wi l l  be overworked the entire t ime which wi l l  result in a much 
higher probabi l ity of fai l ure. 
The polarization curve of  the exa ystem was also affected by the an1bient 
temperature . As seen in Figure 45,  the activation and ohmic voltage drops seemed to 
increase at 10\ ambient temperatures and low current densities. However. the 
polarizat ion curves were not affected with ambient temperatures as much at high 
cun-ent densitie . This could be attributed to the fact that at low to mid-range current 
densities. the activation and ohmic voltage drops are dominant. And since resi stances 
are inverse ly proportional to temperature. then as the stack temperature increa es. the 
resist ive components of the ohmic and activation voltage drops decrease. therefore 
decreasing the acti ation and ohmic voltage drops. However. at high current densities 
it is noted from F igure 44 that the stack temperature is  the same for all d ifferent 
ambient temperature values. and therefore no d ifference is noticed in the polarization 
curve of the system at high current densit ies.  
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C h a p ter 6 :  A M E  im M odeling a n d  Faul t Dia g n o  is 
Thi rc earch \\ ork i ba ed on e 'perimental test ing and experimental data. 
fwo fuel cel l )- tem are a\- ai lable at th E Falaj Hazaa Campu . However. the 
- I 1 \1 i l r t s) tem. t 1e E lectraG n 3 k W  PEM FC system only worked for a short period of 
time after it \\ a in tal led in the ummer of 20 1 3 . It took the upplying compan 
everal month to com and fix the sy tem: however the system was not completely 
fixed and became unstable at low power ranges. The second ystem is the exaE' 1 . 2 
k W PEMFC ) tem.  Ho"" e er. due to wan-anty issues, l imited access to the systems 
\\a al lowed and l imi ted data was obtainable from the data acquisitions. 
:i\ 1oreover, the parameter identi fication of the re t of the system components 
u ing EAs was not possible since there were not enough actual experimental data 
obtainable from any of the t\\'o sy terns to match the identi fied model to . And the 
addit ion of sen ors would have required opening the system and thus would have 
\-'oided their warranty. 
Therefore. the Siemens software. LM AMESim 1 4, was used as  an  altemative 
model ing method to model the E lectraGen ™ system.  The LMS AMESim software can 
serve a an exce l lent model ing platform for d ifferent physical systems uch as aviation 
and automobile systems a wel l as power generat ion systems and transmis ion l i nes. 
The graphical user i nterface comprehensive l ibrary it contains makes the compi lation 
of a complete s stem model from d ifferent system components very easy. The abi l i ty 
of changing scripts of components to better match one ' s sy tem as wel l  as the abi l ity 
of creating new l ibraries makes it a very attractive model ing and simulation tool . 
1 13 
I n  tead o[  \\rit ing a l l  the model ing equation v, hich could be time con uming 
and i prone to mod l ing error . a user can u e a ready model and change the 
parameter to better match the pur ued ystem perfomlance measure 
When man} ph} ical sy tem data are absent. and with the unavai labi l ity of 
) tem read ing tbat can help in ident ifying those unknown ystem parameter : LM 
ME im wi l l  en e a an optimal solution [or model ing of physical systems. 
oreover the imulation capabi l it ies of the software makes it a good platform for fault 
s imulation. and faul t  diagnosis studies. 
Furthermore, it  i conven ient to mention here that the simulated model wil l  not 
be an exact match for the ElectraGen r 1 system since not enough system reading are 
avai lable to match the model to. However. it is the aim of this chapter to develop an 
A 1£ i m  model that i as real ist ic as possible by matching al l  the known features of 
the actual phy ical system ( the ElectraGen ™ system ) to their equivalents in the 
AME im model as best as possible .  This model can then be used in  the fault d iagnosis 
tudy of this chapter. 
6. 1 A M ESim Model ing of the  E lectraGen T\I 3 kW system 
The faul t  diagno is study in  this chapter wi l l  be based on the E lectraGen 
™ 
ystem, since i t  is an actual commercial system used in practice in man sectors, 
especia l l y  in telecommunication companies. 
The AME im software has an embedded GA that al lows for the identification 
of unknown parameters to match a certain required system performance profile .  
However, since GA i s  a population based mechanism. and since only one AMESim 
1 14 
hcen e \\ a avai lable, the u e of G s tn  ME im wi l l  be impractical . To explain that. 
if the ha a population of 20 indi\'idual and the maximum number of iteration j 
- 00. then that j equi valent to 1 0.000 run that has to be done one b one and not 
imultaneou I) . And if running a simulation takes 1 minute. then running a GA wi l l  
take 1 0.000 minute ( almo t even da) ) ,  
Therefore trial and error was the best means of matching the performance of 
th 1E im PEMFC system to the actual performance of the ElectraGen™ system. 
Figure -+6 pre ents the ME im model of the E lectraGen T1\1 PEMFC system. 
Electragen 3kW P E M FC Model 
Eperimental results 
1- Current r=;- 1- System Power 
-
e ......... compressor air mass Aow -::; demand 
2- Output Voltage 
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Figure 46 :  E lectraGen ™ 3 kW system' s  model in AMESim 
6. 1 . 1  A M ESim model para m eter ident ification 
The i nput to the system in  Figure 46 is the actual power demand data col lected 
experimenta l ly  from the E lectraGen n.1 system, and several trial and enor attempts 
1 1 5  
\\ere made to  match the tack v oltage. current. and tack temperature value a best a 
pos ible to the actual experimental data. F igure � 7 gives the power demand input of 
the s) stem, \\ hereas Figures 48.  49 and 50 compare the actual cur rent. stack voltage 
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Expenmental stack voltage vs. simulation stack voltage of modeltng data set 
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F igure 49:  E 'perimental versus AMESim model ' s  result ing stack voltage of the 
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Figure 50 :  Experimental versus AMESim mode l ' s  result ing stack temperature of the 
mode l ing data et 
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6. 1 . 2 A M E  im model va l idat ion 
Two other E lectraGen I \1 experimental data ets were u ed to val idate the 
im model . Figure 5 1  pre ent the power demand of the first val idation example 
and Figures 52 and 53 compare the actual experimental current and stack voltage to 
tho e re u l t ing from the ME im model respect ivel } . imi larly. the power demand of 
the econd val idation example is  gi en in  Figure 54, and a comparison between the 
actllal and imulation current i pre ented in Figure 5 5 ,  whereas a comparison between 
the actual and simulation stack voltage is presented in Figure 56 .  
[nulO 
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Experimental vs. ArvlEsim model current for validation data set # 1 
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Figure 52 :  Actual ersus simulat ion cun-ent of the first val idation example 
Experimental vs.  AMES 1m model stack voltage for validation data set # 1 
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Figure 5 3 :  Actual versus simulation stack voltage of the first val idation example 
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Figure 54 :  Power demand of the second val idation example 
Experimental vs . ArvlESim model current for validation data set # 2 
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F igure 5 5 :  Actual versus simulation cun'ent of the second al idation example 
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Figure - 6 :  Actual versu imulation stack voltage of the second val idation example 
Of course, one cannot obtain a perfect repre entation of a physical sy tem using 
trial and error, however. the obtained AMESim model of the system proved to give a 
faid} good representation of the system ' s performance and was thus used in  the fault 
d iagno is tud of the next section. Moreover. i f  resources were avai lable. a much 
more accurate representation of the system would have been achievable tlu'ough the 
use of Genetic A lgori thms in  the parameter identi ficat ion approach in  AMESim. which 
would have in turn l ead to a better fault diagnosis study. 
6.2 Faul t  S imu lat ion us ing A M ESim Model 
Several faults were induced in to the AME i m  model and the system's 
performance measures towards those faul ts were recorded . The induced fau lts are : 
2. F looding 
i r  leakage 
4 .  Hydrogen Leakage 
5 .  Cool ing ) tem Fai lure 
The abo\ e fault were imulated using d ifferent technique . 
6.2 . 1 Dry ing  
1 2 1  
The \\ ater content in the membrane ( A. )  that v,as measured first by  Zawodzinski 
ef al. [ 1 94 ]  gi\'es an e timation of the membrane 's  state of humidity .  It represents the 
rat io behveen the number of water molecules to the number of (503 H + ) charge sites 
in  the afion layer of the membrane [ 1 95 ] .  
,.1 =  ( 6 . 1 ) 
The water content is measured in the AMESim PEMFC stack and would thus 
give us an indication of the state of health of the membrane in  the fault simulation 
proce s, but wi l l  not be used in the fault diagno is study since such parameter wi l l  not 
be ayailable in conunerc ia l  fuel cel ls .  According to [ 1 96 ]  and [ 1 97 ] .  the fuel cel l  stack 
undergoe drying when J. .. goes below 4 .  
Thus. t o  s imu late dry ing the air humidity level was set to  0 and the humidifier' 
target humidity was set to only 1 0%, F igure 57 compares the water content of the 
normal tack to that of a drying stack ,  whereas F igure 5 8  compares the polarization 
curve of a normal stack to that of a drying stack .  Note that the water content A. in  the 
drying stack i s  wel l  below 4 and the po larization curve of the dr stack shows an 
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Polarization Curves a Normal Stack and a Drying Stack 
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Figure 5 8 :  Normal stack ' s  polarization curve in  comparison to a dry stack's  
polarization curve 
1 2 2  
1 2 3  
6.2 .2  Flood ing 
To imulate flooding the stack temperature wa dropped to 25°C and the 
humidity target of the humidi fier is also increased to 1 00%. The voltage and CUlTent 
profi les of the fue l  cel l  undergo an obviou change \\' ith the flooding of the membrane 
a demon trated in F igure 59 that compares the polarization curves of n0n11aL flooding 
and dry ing tack to one another. F igure 60 shows the water content A of the simulated 
Dooded tack .  
P olarizat ion Cu�s a Normal ,  a F l ooding a n d  a D ry i n g  Stack 
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Figure 59 :  Compari son of pressure drop in  a normal tack. a flooding stack and a 
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Figure 60 :  The water content i n  the membrane CA )  of the simulated flooding stack 
However, the dist incti e effect of membrane flooding is found to be the 
increa ed pre sure drop across the fuel cel l .  And in order to get a better look at this 
pre ure drop effect, the nomlal and flooded imulation stacks were fed with the step 
power profi l e  shown in Figure 6 1 . F igure 62 compares the corresponding pressure 
drops across a normal cel l .  and a flooding cell with respect to the shown power profile 
of F igure 6 1 .  I t  i s  obvious that the pressure drop is steeper i n  flooding cel l s  when 
compared to normal cel ls. 
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F igure 6 ]  : POVV'er demand i nput to normal tack and flooding tacks 
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Cathode pressure in a normal and a flooded stack 
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Figure 62 :  Comparison of pressure drop in  a normal stack and a flooding stack 
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6.2 .3 Air  leakage 
To imulate air I akage. a rel ief valw wa placed after the air humidi fier and 
it \\ a et to be open "" ith n leakage flow rate of around 1 0  g/s. Figure 63 shows the 
mod i fied ) stem \\ ith the rel ief \ a lve u ed to simulate the air leakage and F igure 6.+ 
'11 \\ the amount of leakage introduced in  g/s . Furthem1ore. Figure 65 compares the 
input air Do\\' rate to the PEMFC stack with and without air leakage . 
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Mass Flow Rate of Air Leak 
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Figure 64 : The flow rate of the air leakage induced to the PEMFC system 
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F igure 65 :  I nput air flow rate to the stack with and without air leakage 
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The air leakage has no major effect on both the stack voltage and current as 
sho\vn in the po larization curve of Figure 66, but seemed to have a more severe effect 
on the pressure drop in  the cathode. In order to present a better demonstrat ion of this 
effect, the effect of  leakage was studied against the power demand input presented in 
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Polanzat l on Curves of a Norm al  s ystem vs .  a s ystem with A i r  Leakage 
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Figure 66:  Polarizat ion curve of a nOl111al system v . a system undergoing air 
leakage 
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Cathode Pressure in a stack with and without air leakage 
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F igure 67 : Pressure drop in  the cathode of a normal system vs. a system undergoing 
air leakage 
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6.2.4 Hyd rogen leakage 
To imuJat hy dr gen leakage. a re l ief "alve v,;a placed after the hydrogen 
cani 'ter and it \\ a el to be open with a leakage flO\\' rate of around ] 0 g/s . Figure 68 
hO\\ the modi fied y tem \\ ith the rel ief val\ e used to imulate the hydrogen leakage 
and Figure 69 sho\\ s the amount of leakage introduced in g/s . 
8-Turbine 
compressor air mass flow 
speed request [9/S 1 request 
-,-, T - - - - - - - - - - . - -t�-Er- - -� - -� . 
,. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -:"? 
Au blower 
power demand 
1 1 - Regulated valve with 
intermittent purging 
Figure 68 :  The rel ief  valve added to the AME im model to simulate Hydrogen � 
l eakage 
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Figure 69 : The flow rate of the Hydrogen l eakage induced to the PEMFC system 
The hydrogen leakage affected both the stack voltage and the current as 
depicted in the polarizat ion curve of F igure 70, but did not affect the pressure drop in  
the cathode as  demon trated in  Figure 7 1 .  However, the Hydrogen leakage \.vas found 
to affect the anode pressure as shown in Figure 72. 
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F igure 70:  Polarization curves of a normal system vs. a system undergoing Hydrogen 
leakage 
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Figure 7 1 :  Pre ure drop in the cathode of a normal system s. a system undergoing 
Hydrogen leakage 
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F igure 72 : Anode pressure of a normal ystem vs. a system undergoing Hydrogen 
leakage 
6.2.5 Cool ing Fai l u re 
The ElectraGen rM ystem is air cooled and its cool ing system is designed to 
maintain the stack temperature at around 60°C to 65°C to guarantee maximum 
efficiency. The cool ing system should not al low the stack temperature to go higher 
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than 75° to a\ oid dry ing and po ib ly  damaging of th  tack a wel l  as  reducing the 
tack ·  effic ienC) . Thus a cool ing sy tem fai lure fault should be flagged at a stack 
temperature of 75° or higher. 
To imulate cool ing fai l ure. the stack temperature was increased to 75°C. The 
levated tack temperature \ as found to affect the s stem ' s  polarization curve as 
depicted in F igure 73 . 
P olarization Curves of a Normal Sy stem vs . a System with Cool ing Fai lure 
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Figure 73 : Polarization curve of a normal sy tem s. a system undergoing cool ing 
fai l ure 
Note that the 75°C stack temperature results in a sl ight improvement in the 
system · s  polarization curve because the resistive components in the activation and 
ohmic voltage drop wi l l  decrease with the increase in stack temperature. However, at 
such an e levated temperature. drying of the stack wi l l  be inevitable.  Furthermore. 
comprehensive l i terature review revealed that operating the PEMFC at higher stack 
temperatures is a common stressor for almost a l l  health degradation mechanisms. 
Thu , this l ight impro\ ement in the polarization curve 
ign i ficantl; shorten the PE I FCs l i fespan. 
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worthle s mce it \vi I I  
onethele s ,  the main parameter that should be  used to detect cool ing fai lure 
is actua I I )  the tack temperature it e lf regard less of the effect on the polarization curve. 
fr the tack '  temperature reading is found to be higher than the one predicted by the 
S) stem modeL or if it reached a 75°C value, then this should indicate the presence of 
a coo l ing ystem fai lure fault .  
ate fr0111 F igure 73 that there i s  an improvement in  the voltage performance 
of th fuel cel l with the increase of stack temperature. This expected since the rate of 
chemical  reactions increase with the increase in  temperature causing this increase in  
vol tage. However. i t  should also be noted that at  this temperature value of 75°C,  drying 
of the membrane i i nevitable. Furthermore. high tack temperature is a \ve l l -known 
stre or for PEMFCs as previously explained i n  chapter 2 .  Thus, operating the system 
at such elevated stack temperatures wi l l  significantly reduce its l i fe pan, which makes 
this smal l  voltage improvement at high stack temperature values worthless. 
6.3 Fau l t  Diagnosis 
The model based fault diagnosis approach of this work wil l  be based on the 
comparison between the actual real-t ime behavior of the system and its dynamic 
model .  When discrepanc ies are detected, they are analyzed to determine the type of 
fault .  
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6.3. 1 Re idua l  generat ion 
1 0  detect d i  crepanc ie , five re iduaJ are to be generated and calculated a 
depicted in F igure 74. Tho e re idual are ba ed on five ystem variable . namely :  
tack vol tag ( 'lac!.. ) ,  current ( I ) . stack temperature ( Ts1ad. ) .  cathode pre sure ( PCalhode ) 









Residual value S ignal 
evaluation 
F igure 74: Residual generation diagram [ 1 6 ] 
Fault detection u ing residual value evaluation can be done i n  several forms. 
The simplest fonn i s  to compare the absol ute residual value ( Ii )  with its relative 
threshold value TJ . The d iagnostic signal S; can then be calculated to be either ( 1 )  if a 
faul t  exists, or ( 0 )  i f  no fault ex ists as explained by the fol lowing equation [ 1 6 ] :  
s .  = {O } 1 if if I
r· 1  < T } - } 
h i > Tj (6 .2 ) 
However. calculat ing residuals using (6 .2 )  i s  sensit i  e to instantaneous changes 
in the system. and thus would be h igh ly affected by electromagnetic disturbance pulses 
that act on the measured signals rather than being affected by the OCCUlTence of actual 
faults .  
1 3 5  
Thu , to  increa e the detection m thod ' s  insensitiv ity to disturbance pu l  es ,  the 
re idual are calculated to b the mean value bet\,veen re iduals calculated over a 
1110\ ing \\- indo\\ of t ime rath r than being calculated instantaneou Iy .  This window 
wi l l  contain the Xr la t values of the residual  [ 1 '+ ] :  




-eN ) - 1 I "Nr- l I 1) r - Nr .6n=O  Tj,k-n � L) 
-eN ) - 1 I "Nr- l I 1) r Nr .6n=O 1j,k-n > Lj ( 6 .3 ) 
To avoid misreading of faults, the tolerance value added to each residual was 
ba ed on the accuracy of the relative deployed system sensors given in Table 1 3 . 
Table 1 3 : The accuracy of  actual sensors u ed to measure sy tern variables 
ystem variable Sensor accuracy 
tack Voltage (V slad.) ± 0.5 V 
Current ( 1 )  ± l A  
Stack Temperature ( Tstach. ) ± 3 °C 
Cathode Pressure ( P  cathode) ± 1 mbar 
Anode Pressure ( Panode) ± 1 mbar 
6.3.2 Sensit iv ity assessment 
The two residual based d iagnost ic signals of(6 .2)  and (6 .3 ) were implemented 
in L M  MESim to analyze and assess their sen it ivity to electromagnetic disturbance 
pulses. The simulation diagnost ic models are fed with a noisy power demand signal 
with several noi se pulses: whereas the system estimator is fed with a c lean power 
demand signal . The diagnostic signals sensit iv ity toward those noi e pulses are then 
assessed and compared to one another. 
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The fir t rc idual calculated b) the y tem 1', i ba ed on the tack temperatur 
( THUC� ) and it re pect ive diagno tic signal i s, . The second residual r] i ba ed on the 
tack vol tage ( r �</at� ) and it respect ive diagnost ic ignal is S]. The third residual 1"3 i s  
ba  ed  on  the current ( 1)  and it re pect ive diagnostic signal is  S3. The fourth re idual 
r.f i ba ed on the anode pre sure ( Pal/ode) and it respective diagnost ic signal is S.f. And 
finaI l) .  the fi fth residual 1"5 is ba ed on the cathode pressure ( Pea/hade) and its respective 
diagnost ic i gnal is S_-. 
The fault that are to be detected by the presented fault diagnosis approach are :  
(Ii = Drying, .f� = F looding, .!,] = Air Leakage f.f = Hydrogen Leakage. andf; = Cool ing 
Fai lure).  Table 1 4  summarizes the results of section 6 .2 and presents the effect of each 
faul t  on every diagnost ic signal . ote thatfs. cool ing sy tem fai lure should mainly be 
detected by 1 regardless of whether this fault affected the voltage and current or not. 
F igure 75 depicts the fault d iagnosis system built based on the instantaneous 
diagnost ic s ignals calcu lation of ( 6 .2) ,  whi l e  F igure 76 presents the clean and noi sy 
power signal fed to the system estimator and the actual system being diagnosed 
re pectively .  The effect of this noise on the diagnostic signals is shown in F igure 77.  
Table 1 4 : The effect of faul ts on diagnostic signals 
fau l t  S, S] S3 S.f S5 
Ii 0 1 1 0 0 
j] 0 1 1 0 1 
13 0 0 0 0 1 
J.f 0 I 1 1 0 
f; 1 X X 0 0 
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Figure 7 5 :  Fau l t  diagnosi s system based on instantaneous diagnostic signals 
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Figure 76 :  C lean and noisy power demand s ignals 
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F igure 77 :  The effect of the pulsating noise on the five diagnostic signals 
F igure 77 proves that this diagnost ic  approach is sensiti e to electromagneti c  
disturbance pulses. and can thus lead to  misreading faults when they do not ex i  1 .  For 
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In tance. at  around 1 50 . both 5;� and S3 diagno tic signal \\ ere triggered. which from 
Table  1 4 . v" i l l  indicat the pre ence or the fi rst [aul t ji ( Drying ) .  
a next step. the diagn tic signal of ( 6 . 3 )  \\ ere al 0 implemented in LM 
A f E  im u ing three d ifferent mO\ ing window of time ( 5  . 1 0 and 1 5 s) and te ted 
through the use of the same power ignals of Figure 76 to evaluate their insensit ivity 
toward' electromagnet ic di turbance pul es. Figure 78 depict the fault diagnosis 
)- tem bui lt ba ed on the diagnost ic ignals calculation of ( 6 . 3 ) .  
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F igure 78 :  Fault diagnosis system based on diagnostic signals calculated over a 
window of time 
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I . ote that a uper-component v, a added to this model to help calculate the 
diagno,tic ignal 0\ er three different 'W indow of time equal to 5 s, 1 0  s and 1 5  s. The 
contents of thi super-component for the 5 mov ing \\- indow of time is presented in 
Figure 79. \\ herea the uper-component for the 1 0  s mO\'ing window of time i 
presented in  F igure 80. and final ly the uper-component for the 1 5  s moving window 
of t ime i pre ented in  Figure 8 1 .  
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Figure 79: uper-component calculating diagno t ic signal over a S s  time windO\ 
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Figure 80 :  uper-component calculating diagnost ic signal over a 1 0  t ime windO\ 
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Figure 8 1 : uper-component calculat ing diagnost ic signal over a 1 5  s t ime window 
Furthermore, the effect of the electromagnetic disturbance pulses on the five 
diagnostic ignals calculated using a S s  mo ing windov,i of t ime is presented in F igure 
82 .  Moreover, the effect of the disturbance pulses on the diagnostic signals uti l iz ing a 
1 0  s moving vy'i ndow is presented in  F igure 83 ,  and the effect of the di turbance pulses 
on the diagnost ic s ignals uti l izing a 1 5  moving window is presented in F igure 84, 
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F igure 82 :  The effect of the di sturbance pulses on the five diagnostic signal s 
calculated using a S s  moving window 
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F igure 83 : The effect of the di sturbance pulses on the five diagnostic signals 
calculated using a l O s moving window 
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F igure 84 :  The effect of the di turbance pulses on the fi ve diagnost ic signal s 
calculated using a 1 5  s mo ing window 
Figures 82. 83 and 84 prove that this diagnosti c  approach of (6 . 3 ) outperfol1ns 
the one based on i nstantaneous diagnostic signals calculations of ( 6 .2 ) .  However since 
most commerc ial system have a minimum sampl in g  t ime of 1 s, the diagnostic signals 
calculated over a S s  v,;indow of t ime pro ed to be impract icaL and could possibl lead 
to fal e fau l t  readings. The l O s and 1 5  s window diagnostic signals howe er 
performed very wel l  in avoiding fal se fault readings and were thu found to be 
insensit ive to electromagnetic d isturbance pulses. 
However. in  order to save memory and space, and in  order to avoid delays in 
detecting faul ts as wel l ,  i t  is more practical to use the diagnostic signals calculated over 
a l O s window of t ime rather than the ones calculated over 1 5  s window of t ime since 
they have both proven to be inunune to electromagnetic d isturbance pulses and wi l l  
thus ensure that a fault truly exists when i t  i s  detected by the diagnostic signal s. 
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6.3.3 Faul t  d iagno re u l t  
In  th i  ection. the proposed fault diagnosi method ba  ed  on  calculat ing 
diagnost ic ignal oyer a \\ ido\\ of t ime equal to l O s \\ i l l be te ted and eval uated 
against the fi \ e  fault . 
Dr) ing \\ a s imulated again by reducing the humidi fier target relat ive humidity 
le\ el to 1 00/0 . As depicted in Figure 85 .  only two diagnostic signals were triggered by 
this proce' . namely. S2 and J; which from Table 1 4  indicate the presence offi fault 
(drying of the membrane). 
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Figure 8 5 :  The diagnostic signals successful ly  detecting drying fault 
F looding on the other hand was simulated by increasing the humidifier's target 
relative humidity l evel to 1 00% and cool ing the stack to 25°C.  Figure 86 shows the 
result ing diagnostic signals values. Apparently. the increase in pressure drop takes 
some t ime to take effect as seen from diagnost ic signal Ss but the voltage and current 
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effects " ere in  tanlaneou a depicted b) diagnostic ignal 1 and SJ re pectivel) .  I n  
com pari on  with Table I · t the re u l t  depicted in  Figure 86 successfu l ly  indicate the 
pre ence of faul t./.:! ( nooding of the membrane) .  
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F igure 86 :  The diagno t ic signals successfu l ly  detecting flooding fault 
To s imulate air leakage in  the supply manifold, a rel ief val e was added to the 
diagnosis model after the humidifier as shown in Figure 87 .  The rel ief valve was set 
to open at 500 s and release air at a flow rate of 9 g/s to simulate leakage. Figure 8 8  
shO\vs the diagnostic s ignals results i n  \v'hich only S5  was triggered at 500 s indicat ing 
a uccessful detection and identification of faul t j3 ( air leakage) as it can be deduced 
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Figure 87 :  The modified diagnosis model with a rel ief valve to simulate air leakage 
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Figure 88 :  The d iagnostic s ignals successful ly detecting air leakage fault 
To s imulate hydrogen leakage in the suppl manifold, a rel ief valve was added 
to the diagnosis model after the hydrogen tank as shown in F igure 89. The rel ief valve 
\',:a set to open at 500 s and relea e hydrogen at a flow rate of 8 g/s to simulate leakage 
a depicted in F igure 90. F igure 9 1  shows the diagnostic signal s results in which three 
of them \vere triggered at 500 s (S], S3 and S-I ). From Table 1 4, this indicates a 
uccessful detection and identi fication of fault fi ( hydrogen leakage ) .  
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Figure 9 1 : The diagnost ic signals successfu l ly  detecting hydrogen leakage fault 
To simulate cool i ng system fai lure and test the effectiveness of the diagnostic 
signals in detect ing a fault ;  the system' s  temperature wa set to increase to 75°C at 
1 500 s. ate from F igure 92 that three diagnost ic signals were triggered after the said 
1 50 
t ime in  tance. namel) . , / .  , �  and S3. Furthermore. Table 1 4  indicate that thi 
d iagno t ic cheme ucce ful l )  detected the pre nce of fault !s (cooling ystem 
fai lure ) .  
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Figure 92 : The diagnost ic s ignal successful ly detecting cool ing sy tem fai l ure fault 
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C h a pter 7 :  C o n c I u  I O n  
Fuel ce l l  are extremely attract ive c lean power generation s)  tem with th 
capahi l ity of s meda} replacing f s i l  fuel in  the areas of power generation and 
lran portat ion. w hi le  helping c lean the environment by sign i ficant ly lowering the 
\\ orld ' s  pol l ution rate . Howe\'er. to turn this green technology dream into real ity. an 
accurate model that can effecti ely pred ict the fuel cel l ' s  performance in d ifferent 
c ndition i desired. Such model can then be used to study. imulate. and monitor the 
behav ior of PEMFCs to detect any potential faults that can affect their perf0l111ance. 
In  the fir  t part of this di ssertat ion the parameters of the static models of tv ..·o 
PEMFC sy tem ( the E lectaGen H.l 3 kW system and the exa 1 .2 kW system) were 
ident ified using GA and P O. The performances of GA and PSO in the ident ification 
proce s \vere compared to one another and it was noted that the PSO outperfomled GA 
in all i dentification cases. Furthel1110re. The model ing equations used in  this work 
made it po sible to obtain  an accurate model of the system despite the lack of many 
specific  physical system parameter such as : active membrane cel l area. vol ume of 
cathodes and anode, membrane length. etc . ,  that could be unobtainable due to 
confident ial ity i ssues with the manufacturer. 
Moreover. the complexi ty of the PEMFC model makes it very d iffic ult and 
mathematical ly  demanding to try and ident ify the model ing parameters analytical ly.  
not to mention that it would also be t ime con uming. The use of EAs such as P 0 in  
the ident ification process al lowed for successful ly  identifying the model ing parameters 
of the system through a fast and rel iable approach that required minimal mathematical 
effort. 
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Furthermore. the impl ic i t), ofthi approach in model ing a PEM FC and the fact 
that min imal actual experimental data i requi red to come up with thi model makes 
thi approach very generic and appl icable to any PEMFC system . 
a next tep. a dynamic model for the exa g 1 . 2 k W PEMFC s) tem wa 
al 0 identi fied Ll ing P O. The obtained model proved to be a valid model of the 
s) stem through ystem validation. and it can therefore accurately pred ict the sy tem '  s 
performance at di fferent operat ing points. 
The obtained model was constructed in MA TLABI S IM L INK in  order to test 
the y tem ' perfonnance at d ifferent ambient temperature values and analyze the 
operat ional capabi l ity ofthe system in countries with hot and coarse c l imate conditions 
such as the ni ted Arab Emirates. 
The exaE system \\"as found to be impractical for outdoor use in the UAE 
and other countrie of s imi lar c l imate condit ions from end of spring to early autunm. 
i .e .  from May to eptember since it wi l l  fai l  to operate at ambient temperatures above 
40°C . In order for the system to be operational at such temperatures. it needs to be 
insta l led indoors with proper air conditioning to prevent room temperature from 
reaching temperatures of 40°C and above. However, one should keep in mind that the 
health and safety regulations of the UAE prevent hydrogen canisters and their  pressure 
regulator from being i nstal led i ndoors. They have to be instal led outdoors with proper 
fan cool ing since canisters cannot surv ive at temperatures above 50 °C. Moreover, it  
was also noted that at low current densities the ambient temperature has a noticeable 
effect on the polarization curve of the system, whereas this effect is significantly 
decreased at h igh current densi t ies .  At low to mid-range current densi t ies, this is  
attributed to the resisti e components of the activation and Olull ic oltage drops that 
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decn�a v. ith the increa e in temperature therefore decrea ing the voltage drops. 
Wherea at high current den itie the tack temperature i unaffected by the ambient 
temperature, therefore no effect is noticed on the polarization cur e. 
Parameter ident i fication of the re t of the ystem components using EAs \vas 
nol po ible ince there w re not enough actual experimental data obtainable from any 
of the t\,vo ystems to match the ident ified model to. And the addition of sensors would 
ha\'e voided the warrant . 
Therefore in  the econd part of this dissertat ion, the Siemens simulation 
oflware ( LM S  A M E  im 1 '+ .2 )  was used to develop a complete model of the PEMFC 
ystem ba ed on avai lable ElectraGen ™ system data. The LMS AME im software 
en ed as an excel lent model ing platfonn for PEMFC ystems since a l l  the common 
PE 1 FC model ing equations avai lable in l i terature are already embedded in their 
l ibrary components. The parameters of those system component were then identified 
through trial and elTor to best match the known E lectraGen T system measures. 
Moreoyer. the lack of proper resources made the use of the embedded GA in LMS 
ME im i n  the parameter identi fication process impractical. The obtained model was 
proven to successful ly  predict the E lectaGen ™ system performances through two 
actual experimental val idation examples. 
This model i then used to simulate five sy tem faults ( drying of the membrane. 
flooding of the membrane. air leakage, hydrogen leakage in the supply manifold, and 
cool ing sy tem fai l ure) and test their  effects on different system parameters . F ive 
parameters are then used for residual generat ion . 
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T\vo re idual generat ion technique \\ re in\'e t igated to te t their immunity 
to\\ ard electromagnet ic di  turbance pul e . The generation of residual over a 
\\ indo\\ of t ime \\ a found to be in en it ive to electromagnetic di sturbance pulses and 
\\ a tl1U ut i l ized in the fault d iagnosis tudy. Th proposed fault diagnosis model 
ba ed on those residuals \\ a then implemented in LM AME im and wa proven to 
be able to ucce sfu l l  J detect and identi fy al l  fi ve faults as soon as they have occurred. 
7. 1 Contr ibut ion 
The main contributions of th is  di ssertat ion work are summarized below: 
1 .  This \-\'ork is the fir t to investigate the effect of high ambient temperatures of 
above 40°C on PEMFCs. 
2 .  A computational ly  attractive and analyt ica l ly simple parameter ident ification 
approach for the models of commercial PEMFC systems based on meta­
heuristic opt imization algorithms is introduced . 
3 .  A comprehensive evaluation and comparison of Genetic AlgoritlullS and 
Part ic le Swatl11 Optimization for PEMFC model parameter identification is 
presented. 
4. The use of LM AMESim in  developing a complete comprehensive model of  a 
commercial PEMFC system is proposed to overcome the model ing l imi tations 
caused by the lack of essential system infonnation due to confident ial ity issues 
with the manufacturer. 
5. A faul t  d iagnosis scheme for a commercial PEM FC system that is able to detect 
and ident ify five system faul ts was bui l t  in LMS AME im and its effectiveness 
was evaluated. 
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7 . 2  F u t u re Work 
F r future work. the u e of other evolutionary algoritlID1s: such as : ant colony 
optimizat ion, random fore t ,  and l ightning earch algorithm, can be i m e  l igated in the 
parameter identification approach of the PE IF  mathematical model ing parameters. 
10reowr. the dewlopment of an agent ba ed mod I for the PEMFC system instead 
or a mathematical model can also be investigated. 
In the area of fault  diagnosi s, the u e of EMI  fi l ters in order to e l im inate 
e lectromagnetic di turbance pulses and outl iers can be investigated. 
Furthermore. the etlect of other eovirolID1entai condition ( such a h igh 
ambient air r l at ive humidity Ie e ls)  on the performance of PEMFCs can be 
i nve t igated. Furthermore, the effect of the UAEs severe c l imate conditions on 
PEMFC aging and the hortening of i ts l i fespan can also be investigated. while 
proposing orne sol ut ions that can help  i n  mit igating the effects of severe c l imate on 
PEMFC i f  not  e l iminating them. 
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